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Editorial
How Different Research
Approaches Can Describe
Transpersonal Psychotherapy
Methods and Methodologies

GIOVANNA CALABRESE, M.D., Ph.D.
ITJ editor director

The seventh issue of the Integral Transpersonal Journal is the first one
of a series of thematic issues focused on a particular transpersonal
method. We all know that there are many different transpersonal
methodologies and methods applied with therapeutic purposes, still
a rigorous description of many of them is lacking. As editorial board
we decided to give space to therapists to describe their methods,
having special thematic issues.
Here we present how a multidisciplinary research approach,
including philosophical discussion, quantitative approach and
different qualitative methodologies have been used to describe
10

Biotransenergetics, a transpersonal method founded by Pier Luigi
Lattuada and Marlene Silvera in the 80s and further developed
by Lattuada.
Pier Luigi Lattuada and Regina Hess in their article discuss the
epistemological basis of BTE.
Clinical application of BTE is described with two different approaches.
Giovanna Calabrese presents a clinical study in which the heuristic
method described by Moustakas has been originally applied to
explore the experience of Transe during the therapeutic session,
considering different psychotherapists and patients.
Giuliana Rasi used a narrative approach to give an account of the
psychotherapeutic process as a life changing experience.
Matteo Hu mixed quantitative and qualitative methods to explore
how BTE psycho-corporal practice influences the body and the mind
in a sample of volunteer subjects.
Claudia Cornali, a psychotherapist expert in emergency psychology,
gives her personal account on how BTE helped her during the
mission in Afghanistan.
As editorial board, we hope that our readers will find this issue
of interest and will read it as an inspiration of what is needed to
transpersonal psychotherapy to break through.
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ABSTRACT
As a contribution to the monographic issue of the Integral Transpersonal Journal, on the
method of Biotransenergetics: an ontological methodology and clinical practice, this article
focuses on Second Attention Epistemology, as an organismic-dynamic epistemological
methodology intertwined with Biotransenergetics, and epistemologically concerned
with the embodied further modes of knowing rooted in a perspective of transpersonal
psychology. A corresponding research methodology is described here together with its
embodied further mode of knowing, known as embodied understanding and embodied
interpretation, the core concept in embodied phenomenological research methodology
based on a transpersonal vision. The discussion exemplifies how these two approaches,
Second Attention Epistemology and Embodied Phenomenology Research Methodology,
may contribute to a re-complexifying of ourSelves in the world beyond a Cartesian divide. An
organismic-dynamic mapping of inner experiences of states of consciousness is outlined,
including a tool to access these states, called Transe Learning. Ontological concerns are
discussed in relation to a transpersonal perspective. Our concluding thoughts focus on the
nondual experience of human existence and point towards a culture of sharing embodied
knowledge with community in dialogical, participative, and palpable ways.
KEYWORDS
Second Attention epistemology, embodied phenomenology, transpersonal psychology,
Biotransenergetics
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Introduction: Modes Of Knowing
Ibn Al Arabi (1981), the Arab Mystic of Al-Andalus ̵ - philosopher, poet, sage,
and one of the world´s great spiritual teachers of the 12 th and 13 th century
- described three modes of gaining knowledge: first, through receiving
information, such as the knowing of a fruit through reading; second,
through gaining experience, such as knowing a fruit through experiencing
its qualities; and lastly, through being, such as consuming and assimilating
the fruit into one´s being.
In the same century as Ibn Al Arabi, the medieval citizen of Latium
(equivalent of today’s Italian citizen), Saint Bonaventura (John of Fidanza),
Franciscan theologian and mystic (1253/1953), described three ways of
being and suggested three levels of tapping into modes of knowing, using
the metaphor of three eyes of knowing: (a) eye of the flesh (physical and
sensory realm, (b) eye of the mind (mental realm of ideas, thoughts, and
images), and (c) eye of the spirit (transcendental/spiritual realm). In an
unconscious ordinary state of being, our observations of the world often
go through only the sensory mode of perception, typically restricted to
visual and auditory information, not expanding to levels of exploration
using other ways of knowing such as tacit knowing. The term tacit derives
etymologically from Latin: tacitius for silent, from the past participle of tacere
for to be silent (Merriam-Webster online). Tacit is defined as “expressed
of carried on without words or speech” and as “implied or indicated (as
by an act or by silent) but not actually expressed” (Merriam-Webster
online). Moustakas (1990) describes the tacit capacity as “sensing the
unity or wholeness of something from an understanding of the individual
qualities or parts” (p. 20), as based on Polanyi’s (1966/1983) aphorism that
knowledge is partially tacit and that, therefore, “we can know more than
we can tell” (p. 4). It is the felt sense (Gendlin, 1997), our natural bodily
tool that enables us to tap into the implicit beyond the visible into bodily
sensations in the border zone of the conscious and unconscious:
Our bodies are a web, a delicate filament of senses couples with the world…
The body apprehends insights and solutions we cannot perceive with our
thinking minds… requiring the skills of slowing down and listening within.
The body reaches out to us in felt senses and impulses that are sometimes
immediately translated into words, images, sounds, and sometimes
not. Even more intrinsic to the body is the awakened body of a vaster
14
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intelligence… the body wakes up in enlightenment… I like my full-sensing
body more than the habituated, shutdown, Cartesian divide. I am tired of
the split between the body and the world. (Anderson, 2001, p. 95)
Our body is the carrier of our experiences. Through our body we connect
with our experiences and with the outside world. Within our body,
being (ontology) and knowing (epistemology) are intertwined. The
experiential space where being and knowing meet is within and beyond
our body: relational, dialogical, intersubjective, and co-creative. Drawing
on a transpersonal perspective of interrelatedness that assumes the
dimensions of body, mind, spirit, community, culture, and nature/cosmos
as interconnected, and acknowledges different levels of consciousness,
including altered states of consciousness. Such an approach has the aim
of re-complexifying our human life world from the Cartesian split and
reductionism.
The history of Western scientific tradition is characterized by a fundamental
dualism, which has its primary matrix in the separation between subject
and object. The reductionist method conceived by this separation, has
enabled outstanding results to be achieved in terms of technology. The
psyche has thus become the mind and the mind has been deposited in
the brain, the theory has become an intellectual concept thus paving the
way for the cognitive sciences that have identified knowledge with rational
knowledge. Parallel to the development of modern scientific thought the
history of mankind has seen the development of a thought that might be
called mystic, which follows the road of unity and interconnectedness of
all things. According to this view, the subject and object are not separable,
psyche is, in a certain way, all things, as Aristotle proposed, and theory
means contemplation that is characterized as an integral experience.
Retracing the path of human history, there are countless thinkers who
dialogued about these two modes of knowledge.
The physicist David Bohm (Bohm, 1980) has stated that the basic laws of
physics cannot be understood by a mind trying to divide the world into its
parts. He suggest the existence of an implicated order that is not developed,
existing in a non-manifest state, and constituting the foundation of all
tangible reality, the manifest explicit order.
Such explicit order presents a holographic reality in which all parts are
connected through tight dynamic relationships by which less complex
15
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systems have in themselves the potential of the more complex ones
and the last ones express the actualisation of such potential. Each subsystem depends absolutely on the state of the whole system. Krishnamurti
(Krishanmurti&Bohm 1986), described the difference between mind and
foundation, where all of the mind’s contents are the mind: thoughts,
memories, and images, while foundation is what holds them, existing
beneath them, and to which access is possible through observation. In a
similar way, Tantric Tibetan Buddhism talks about the true nature of mind,
comparing it to a mirror in which its contents are reflected.
According to William James (James, 1961), the father of American
psychology, our consciousness in the awake state is just a particular type
of consciousness, one of many different potential states of consciousness.
He further distinguished between immediate knowledge and conceptual
or representational knowledge. Similarly, Spinoza, and later Henri Bergson,
made a similar distinction between intellect and intuition, while Abraham
Maslow (Maslow, 1971), contrasts an intellectual knowledge with a fusional
knowledge, and Norman O. Brown (Brown, 1991), both bodily and dualistic
knowledge. Alfred North Whitehead (Whitehead, 1979) the contemporary
philosopher who probably reflected on the two different modes of
consciousness probably more than anyone else, contrasts a symbolic mode
to the comprehension, in other words feeling reality in a direct nondual way.
Alan Watts (Watts, 1979), recalling the conclusions of Einstein, Shröedinger,
and Heisenberg as to the impossibility of separating subject from object,
the thing that knows from what is known, maintains that in order to know
reality in depth it is necessary to have a way of knowing that is consistent
with reality, that is, a knowledge that does not separate the knowing subject
from the known object. Wilber reported the Eddington vision (Wilber,1993)
about the existence of two types of knowledge: symbolic knowledge and
intimate knowledge. The traditional ways of thought developed exclusively
around the symbolic knowledge through a deep knowledge allows of
no codification or analysis and desires an intimate knowledge of reality
that goes beyond the symbols of science. Carl Gustav Jung(Jung, 1971)
regarded mystic experience as the instrument to gaining direct access to
the archetypical world, and concluded that the mystic experience is the
highway out of neurosis. Ken Wilber (Wilber, 1993) suggested a reading
of consciousness as a spectrum divided into five levels, and at the top of
which is the consciousness of unity. Stan Grof, pointed out the importance
16
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of direct experience of the spiritual dimensions, and suggested the term
holotropic mind (Grof, 1998) to indicate the unitary states of mind that
allow us to transcend the limits of the analytic mind, rational categories
and ordinary logic. Carlos Castaneda (Castaneda,1975), referring to what
he called the ancient sorcerers’ wisdom, talks about a second attention that
allows access to the natural, the world of the comprehension, as opposed
to the first attention, that is limited to the tonal, the world of illusion.
Going back to spiritual traditions, Taoism considers a conventional
knowledge subordinated to a natural knowledge, the Tao, which allows
a direct comprehension of reality. Hinduism contrasts a lower knowledge,
conceptual and comparative, to a higher knowledge, which is attained
intuitively, directly. The Advaita Vedanta affirms that beyond mind there
is access to the last seeing, the Atman, the imperceptible Spirit, the only
one who can know the origin of the subject and object of experience.
Ken Wilber (Wilber, 1993) referring to the Christian mysticism of Meister
Eckhart who talks about the twilight of knowledge, to define the symbolic
knowledge through which ideas are perceived distinctly, and about a dawn
of knowledge in which creatures are perceived without distinctions, and
all dissolve into the One. Mahayana Buddhism, too, has two modes for
knowing: vijnana and prajna. The first is typically characterised by the
dualism of the senses and the intellect, the second by the identity of the
observer and the object observed.
While we could continue to emphasize the amount of data evidencing
the need to transcend the ordinary mind if the true nature of reality is
to be accessed, our aim here is to describe the characteristics of a new
kind of comprehension that reveals itself in a natural, embodied way and
offers a new epistemological paradigm, a fundamental turning point, a new
beginning. Second Attention Epistemology and embodied phenomenology
as a research methodology are two examples of such a new paradigm
of an Organismic-Dynamic Epistemology focussing on further modes of
embodied knowing. The core elements of the two approaches will be
outlined in the following sections.
The Organismic Further Mode Of Knowing In Second Attention Epistemology Characteristics Of The Further Mode Of Knowing
The characteristics of such a new paradigm of knowing have been described
by David Bohm (Krishnamurti&Bohm, 1986) as constituted by two key
17
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elements insight and intuition as described in the following paragraphs:
Observing in an open and wide way (Zen would say empty and awake).
Feel the relevant characteristics to have access to the insight (immediate
perception outside time).
This new embodied comprehension, reached through insight, is as ancient
as history. Bohm’s concept overlaps with the term intuition that is described
by philosophers from its origins. With modern scientific thought, reason,
in the attempt of fixings what is certain, eradicated intuition, universally
recognised as the means to reach truth. The new holistic paradigm, sprung
out from the most recent physics discoveries, suggests a reconsideration
of scientific methods, based on a reductive style of research, limited to
finding certainties only in the material aspects, and asks to include the
integral, embodied experience of knowing (and being) through intuition,
which is the elective instrument to accede to universal principles and
ultimate truths.
Materialistic science certainties, as we have seen, have revealed more and
more inconsistencies, besides being limited, compared to the landscapes
that open up in front of researchers. On the other hand, perennial
philosophy, made up of the voices of the sages of all times and traditions,
goes on chanting unequivocally and in tune with the verdict, matter offers
to its researchers. The suggested integral transpersonal vision offers itself
as a means to mediate between the methods of research of what is certain
and the ways to accede to what is true. It invites to appreciate and value
intuition as an instrument to enquire reality, through the inner experience
of transcendental type.
Intuition In History
The importance conferred to intuition throughout the centuries as a direct,
immediate and ready knowledge of reality that reaches the spirit without
need of reasoning, evidences its irremissible value for any knowledge
system wishing to give validity guarantees. Aristotle and Plato recognised
the possibility of perceiving directly the first principles through intuition.
Plotinus, Saint Augustine and the medieval mystics pointed to intuition
as the only way for man to get in touch with God (Treccani, 1996). Saint
Thomas believed that the same Divine Knowledge, seen as creator of its
own objects, has an intuitive character. In modern philosophy the concept
18
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of intuition overlaps with that of evidence. As William James (James, 1904)
remembered us of Descartes’s definition of intuition as an immediate
perception of single contents absolutely certain, while Locke recognized
intuition as the privileged way to perceive immediately and with certainty,
and Spinoza credited intuition with the capability of “rendering the subject
part of the nature of the object” and in so doing he states the superiority
of the intuitive science. More complex is Kant’s approach. He distinguished
between a sensitive intuition seen as the immediate perception of the object,
and an intellectual intuition, specific to God, through which the object
itself is created (Treccani, 1996). With Hegel and the idealist philosophy,
intellectual intuition becomes a human quality too and is defined as the
means through which man cooperates to the creative process of the object.
Bergson, in his turn, talks of intuition as a privileged form of perception
that allow us going beyond the dual mind and to reach a more realistic
comprehension of the object in all its dynamism and plasticity, similarly,
Husserl (Treccani,1996) regards eidetic intuition as the only way to get to
the essence.
Intuition In The Transpersonal Vision
John Rowan (Rowan, 1996) suggested the existence of different forms of
intuition - each connected with a different level of the Self. He refers to
the different levels of development described by Wilber and consequently
argues that it is possible to access a certain level of intuition only after
having developed the corresponding level of Self: The childish Self, The
magic Self, The role-playing Self, The autonomous Self, The integrated Self,
The intuitive Self. Real intuition derives from a transpersonal level that
requires a total surrender for it to be achieved. It will in turn be surrender
to God or to the inspiring Muses, to voices from the depth or messages of
a spiritual kind, to the archetype or the sixth sense. It ought to be in any
case total, without reserve. To the transpersonal intuition the solution of
problems goes in the background compared to the evolutional contents of
the messages it carries.
The intuitive Self is the level of the unifying consciousness in which
the complete fusion between subject and object takes place. Here,
transcendence becomes identification with the one, with the very source
of every form of knowledge. It is the level of meditation, prayer, and
enlightenment. It is the place of the awakening, in which everything is
19
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perfect as it is, where the meaning of everything is clear and one realizes
that everything is exactly in its proper place.
Second Attention Epistemology: The Organismic Further Mode Of Knowing
All that is authentically human, the most beautiful experiences of life are
lived entirely with “body and soul” not only with our minds, connected
with a change of consciousness, a condition in which everything seems
to flow naturally, everything seems to be in place and we seem to grasp
the deeper meaning of events, it is an immeasurable, unique, ineffable
experience. These experiences seem to belong to the realm of wisdom
rather than to the realm of knowledge. And wisdom, Panikkar reminds us,
“is an experience in which there is division between knowledge and love,
body and soul, spirit and matter, time and eternity, divine and human,
male and female” (Panikkar 2005, p. 13)It is an experience that you do not
get with the will but with love, patience, tolerance, observation, not with
research, but with confidence, a confidence in the cosmic life.
Second Attention Epistemology (SAE) (Lattuada, 2010) was founded based
on a question: Can we say something that offers guarantees of validity, that
is, develop a scientific method about the essential experiences of life? Is
it possible to give up the measurement of what cannot be measured and
to find ways to recognize the regularity of what is unique and cannot be
repeated, say what cannot be said? Is it possible to have a comprehensive
approach that does touch but not pollute, not distort the human experience
and say at the same time something “scientific”? The answer is that a new,
emerging science is trying to answer this question, aware of the limitations
and difficulties of such a challenge. The SAE wants to cross the territories
of ordinary consciousness by exploring the boundaries of inner experience,
using the language of metaphor, poetry, art, and intuition for access to a
complete knowledge of the BodyMind to advance scientific thought. Here
we report some basic assumptions already abundantly expressed in previous
articles (Lattuada, 2010/ 2011/2012) and only the core assumptions are
summarized here.
The object of Second Attention Epistemology is to suggest an approach to
the inner experience of states of consciousness that focuses on the subject
of the experience and on the validity of its claims. It establishes attention
(mindfulness) as a new frontier and the ulterior mode as the instrument
20
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with which to investigate it. It postulates the ability to distinguish a first
attention, born of the reactive mind and emotional identification, from
a second attention, born of conscious observation and disidentification.
It outlines a method of investigation and validation based on participatory
dialogue between man and the environment that has its roots in the Organismic
Self, as well as psychophysical content that may be standardized as a result of
measuring it against phenomenological accessible reference maps.
The suggestion is that liberation from the myth of the given, as Wilfred
Sellars (Sellars, 2007), puts it, should be sought less in the given data, the
Manifest Clinical Evidence (MCE), than in what happens in the Master of
the Given, in what might be called Implied Essential Inherences (IEI).The
assumption is that difference that makes the difference lies in mindfulness
(attention). There are higher states of consciousness, indeed transpersonal
states, where “truth” can be known through inner experience. Inner
experience that cannot be explained logically but must be gained firsthand
and understood through insight. We shall inquire as to what guarantees
the Master of the Given Data might or should provide with regard to his
ability to manage the inner experience.
True/False Fallacy
Marking the true/false boundary leads to asking the wrong questions.
Instead a meta-boundary is needed that lies not in the thing but in
the mode, not in vision but in the Master of the Vision and its level of
mindfulness. The question then becomes: Is it possible to assess the degree
of mindfulness, the degree of access the Second Attention? The proposal
is that it is possible using the adequate map of the territory about which
we are concerned. The territory is the process unit and interconnected
world, the participatory dialogue that takes place between subject and
object, two complementary aspects of the same phenomenon. The maps
are maps of the whole Organismic Self, the place where one realizes the
awareness of the phenomenon, and the place where the data of experience
are processed.
This is the place, where as a research methodology with a compatible
epistemology, Embodied Phenomenology can be interlinked and integrated
into the model of Second Attention Epistemology. The meeting place
of Second Attention Epistemology and embodied phenomenology is in
their core concepts of the further mode of knowing in Second Attention
21
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Epistemology and of embodied understanding as the core concept in
embodied phenomenology, as will be outlined in the following section.
The Dynamic Further Mode Of Knowing In Embodied Phenomenology:
Embodied Understanding
Embodied Understanding is the core concept of Embodied Enquiry articulated by Les Todres (2007), a research method rooted in phenomenology for
psychology, with its central and innovative focus on our primordial bodily
connection with the world we live in, based on Gendlin’s (1973) experiential
philosophy and psychology of bodily knowing, which Gendlin coined the
felt sense. It is beyond the scope of this section to relate to the extensive
history of phenomenology. However, the work of Buber (1983/1995), Gadamer (1960/2010), Gendlin (1973, 1992, 1997, 2004), Giorgi (2009), Heidegger (2006), Husserl (1977/1996, 1997), and Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1968)
provides the main basis to embodied phenomenology.
The Felt Sense As A Mode Of Relational Implicit Expanded Knowing With
the Body That Connects Our Language With The World Of Our Experiences
And The Lifeworld
The central concept in the research methodology of embodied phenomenology (Todres, 2007) is embodied understanding - seen as a place where
being and knowing meet (Hess, 2012a,b). It is understood as an extended
form of knowing, an embodied knowing or palpable knowing. This approach is much larger than traditional concepts of knowing by emphasizing all the personal and cultural lively textures that the embodied self
brings to any event of understanding. It intertwines Gendlin’s concept of
felt sense and bodily knowing with Heidegger’s link of phenomenology,
language and poetry, in order to provide possible expression for bodily
experiences.
Our lived body is a knowing with the body that connects our language with
the world of experiences. Such sense-making is not only logical containing
bits of information, but is full of textures of our senses, the flesh, the histories, and multiple meanings that cannot be summarized and are more then
words can say. Multiple meanings are felt and not just known in abstract
ways. It is not only a matter of the mind but of the heart (Hillman, 1984).
Such form of understanding is relationally alive and open as an ongoing,
22
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unfinished activity, incomplete and mixed with portions of not-knowing if
it is to be present to the aliveness of the lived experience.
It is an embodied relational understanding that emphasizes the implicit
aspect, “the more than words can say”. The implicit carries the spiritual,
the mystery, the mystic and wonder by accessing non-ordinary or altered
states of consciousness. It is a non-linear experience, such as listening to
music - where the experience is much more than the individual notes. Nevertheless, our implicit experiences look for expression. Words and poetry
may help to give voice to layers of embodied understanding.
The Dynamic Process Of Embodied Relational Understanding Of The
Meaning Of Experiences
Embodied understanding is assumed as interconnected with everything
else through our interactional body with self, others, and the world. It
includes personal levels of experience, as well as shared ones, and sees
understanding as interrelated with others that influence each other in a
co-creative sense of an interconnected whole, which is more then its parts
alone. In this way it can be termed as inter-embodied understanding what
Todres (2008) called “being with that” (p. 1568). Being with that encompasses relationality, a concrete relationship between Self and other happening as part of a living situation connected in a meaningful way. That
relates to a phenomenon, a person, or a situation beyond oneself. That is
in excess of what we know because it is alive in time. It asks us to go beyond ourselves to be present to what is. It is what Gadamer (1998) called
an “openness to otherness” (p. 268). Being brings the Self to that. In being
present to that we are not separate from that. In understanding the living
situation of that, we are actively present with our Self. It is relational, a
bonding, something that resonates with our own experiences. This stance
connects with Gendlin´s (1962) emphasis on embodiment for making understanding significant. Understanding requires the whole perceiving body
as it is related to the fleshly historical experiences of the lifeworld (Merleau-Ponty, 1962) that make human understanding meaningful: We find a
living body that inhabits situations intimately; it interweaves the realms as
a matter of being, and is often lost out there in the textures, the senses, the
flesh, the histories, and the meanings that come from the flowing excesses
of the lifeworld. Yet it also carries personal history, and pre reflective sed23
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iments of historical meanings that shape its openness. One could say that
embodying is where being and knowing meet.” (Todres, 2007, p. 20)
Embodied relational understanding as being with that can be seen as an
open ongoing conversation like a play between Self and other (Gadamer,
1998), a play of understanding that holds the complexities and aliveness
of our lived experiences and as a way of being present. The play of understanding between Self and other arises out of an ongoing creative tension
between what is familiar and what is unfamiliar, between Self and other,
between the known and the unknown, between the existing framework of
understanding of the past and new understandings that come by being
present to the otherness of that as it lives. Understanding is then always a
Dynamic Process, a new happening, a new potential insight. Understanding
would be killed by the already known if there were not this play between
the excess aliveness of otherness and any existing theme or thought pattern (Todres, 2008). Such understanding is a carrying forward (Gendlin,
2004) of meaning. Embodied relational understanding does not consider
situations as if they were frozen in the present. The challenge is how to
allow the aliveness of an ongoing experience to function in play with what
we might know in any task of understanding.
Research Methodology
The goal of an embodied transpersonal research approach (Hess, 2012b) is
to address all aspects of human experience, including the most sensitive,
exceptional, and sacred experiences, and thereby to expand the conventional framework of scientific research. Such an embodied transpersonal
conceptualization of research includes complementary, non-experimental
methods that acknowledge alternative ways of knowing and of expressing
the research findings. The research process is assumed as relational, dialogical, intersubjective, and co-creative (Finlay, 2009).
Balancing Texture And Structure
Detailed examples of embodied phenomenology as a research methodology are not within the scope of this paper, but are available elsewhere (Hess,
2012b, Todres, 2007). Hess (2012b) applied the embodied phenomenology
research method in her doctoral dissertation investigating the impact of a
transcultural body-mind-spirit practices group training for the transformation of trauma and in regions devastated by disaster (Cane, 2000). In the
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foregoing paragraphs, we pointed out the relevance of this approach in
relation to the topic of this paper of Second Attention Epistemology and
the Further Mode of Knowing. To gain access to the further mode of knowing or embodied understanding in a research inquiry, a cardinal quality in
qualitative research is needed, which is the balancing of the texture and
structure of the research phenomenon under investigation.
In an embodied phenomenological approach, the importance of balancing
the rich texture of individual experiences with the general structures of the
general descriptions to retain the richness of the lived experience is highlighted (Todres, 2007). To care for the texture and structure of experiences,
Todres and Galvin (2008) suggested gaining a narrative breadth and perusing an in-depth study of the research phenomenon in a descriptive way to
be achieved by multiple interviewing (Hess, 2012b). The breadth serves to
depict narrative sense-making. Depth is understood as the density of the
unique contextual information of lifeworld. Through caring for texture and
structure of descriptions of experiences, the researcher has the goal to gain
more holistic and embodied expressions of knowing through language.
It is Gendlin‘s contribution to the relationship between bodily experiencing and language, and the role of the tension for “what it means to understand” that can inform qualitative research. A summation would give
experiencing no continuing role in understanding. In an embodied way,
understanding can be viewed as a process that includes the invitation to
experience “more”. Therefore, meaning is not only a logical structure but
also involves felt experiencing (Gendlin, 1997) such as the procedure of
Focusing (Gendlin) as a form of engagement that integrates the embodied
nature of understanding, its grounding in the “unsaid”, and the power of
language to move.
Phenomenologically-oriented researchers who also focus on balancing
texture and structure include Clark Moustakas (1994) whose heuristic approach uses a “textural-structural synthesis”. This research method was
applied by Calabrese (2015) within a transpersonal embodied qualitative
study on the impact of the methodology of Biotransenergetics as a clinical
practice and methodology of being (Lattuada, 2010), which is drawing on
Second Attention Epistemology‘s further mode of knowing.
The phenomenological oriented researcher engages with accounts of experiences in order to articulate important understandings from these experiences, which may be relevant to others, seeking to share words and
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phrases that are evocative and carry intersubjective understanding further.
Embodied understanding seeks to evoke the presence of lived experiences
through words. To facilitate embodied understanding is to make understanding “habitable” to others. This kind of research serves as communal, cultural quest. It requires procedures that show phenomena in both
experientially evocative as well as structurally coherent ways. This is an
existentially based claim that knowledge is for experience and action - for
making sense of all that we are in relationship with and how we act in such
contexts. It is a postmodern stance keeping a healthy tension between
language and the lived embodied world (Todres, 2007). An aesthetic dimension may contribute to the way in which we can bring the textures of
the lifeworld to language. The concern to balance “texture and structure” in
qualitative inquiries into human experience may serve as more holistic and
resonant forms of knowing, which are neither too fixed nor to disembodied.
Embodied Aesthetic Interpretation Of Research Findings
In the embodied phenomenology research methodology, portraying experiences of Self and other is thus not merely a scientific concern aiming
for truth and validity, but is also assumed as an aesthetic concern, a realm
where art and literature have expertise. Pursuing ways of re-presenting
qualitative findings in a way that can show that human phenomena, situations, and people - in ways that can evoke their concrete and embodied
occasions. Of the thick patterns and rich textures to which they point.
Evocative tasks for re-presenting research findings have been pursued with
different emphases such as the vocative in Max van Manen (2007) work,
the genre of performative social sciences (Gergen & Jones, 2008), poetic
inquiry by Prendergast (2006) and embodied interpretation using poetic
expression by Todres and Galvin, (2008) Galvin and Todres (2009) who have
influenced the work of Hess (2012a,b,c).
Aesthetic Embodied Interpretation not only links our embodied experiences
with language and poetry, but connects them with other evocative and
non-verbal forms of expression such as art, music, and film to enhance our
aesthetic resonances of embodied understanding. This is a conceptual development by Hess (2012c) with the aim of turning such an approach into
a way of disseminating scientific knowledge that achieve social impact by
reaching out to a general.
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The emphasis of embodied understanding is on the unknown, the implicit
and tapping into the border zone between the conscious and the unconscious. The implicit also carries the mystery, the mysterious, the mystical,
the spiritual, the not-knowing and wonder. It is a psychology of bodily
knowing and experiencing beyond solely inner bodily sensations, being
rather a mirroring of what is one’s lifeworld outside. This interactional body
accommodates the link to language: Our lived bodily experiences contain
more than words can say. However, there is a longing to carry meaning and
understanding forward through language.
Non-linear aesthetic expressions that touch us and elicit the implicit meanings of lifeworld experiences may help to transcend the limits of language
to carry meanings of experiences forward. Based on Gendlin´s (1992) philosophy of the implicit, such an approach takes phenomenology in a more
aesthetic way toward a body-based hermeneutics that could go back and
forth between embodied understanding and the otherness of that. It is the
epistemic body, the body that can hold implicitly multiple meanings, which
are more holistic and interrelated than abstract thought. Language then
comes from meanings felt not just thought as a form of evocative writing.
Language and non-linear expression such as music, poetry, and art are
tools that can help us express our lived-through experiences, stored in
our bodies. The interconnectedness of being, knowing, and expression of
experiences, collected in our body, is what I call embodied understanding.
Creative methods resonate with our aesthetic sensibilities and as non-linear expression enable us to access the “more than words can say - the implicit”, which nonetheless looks for words to be expressed. Rather than using the linear expression of the rational mind alone to move understanding
forward, the aim of using non-linear aesthetic expressions such as poetry,
art, metaphors and archetypes, is to transcend the limits of language and
finding expressions that touch us and elicit the implicit meaning.
There are two overarching aims inherent in the efforts of aesthetic embodied interpretation of research findings. The first is wholeness, which
involves a concern for the greater whole based on the concept of interrelatedness. Such words evoke in the reader or audience their imaginative
participation rather than the merely transport of completed bits of information. The other aim of aesthetic embodied interpretation is existentiality.
Referring to the existential dimension here emphasizes our concrete hu27
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man existence, what Hirschfield called our “primary life” (p. 31f ) as places
of common humanity. There is a certain intensity or density that can be an
entrance to larger realms of being. It is a kind of being who can understand
and know, and this also can tell us about the nature of being and the contexts within beings arise. Epistemology and ontology are intimately interrelated and located in our body and embodiment cannot be seen separately
from being and knowing.
Discussion and Implications
Re-Complexifying Our Life-World
Second Attention Epistemology and embodied phenomenology research
methodology, are two experientially based methodologies, which place
their explicit focus on the interconnected body by drawing on a transpersonal perspective and focusing on the excavation of the multiple layers
of our lived-through experiences that carry “more then words can say”.
It is an effort to advance a re-complexifying of our life world and of our
lived-through experiences beyond divide and beyond reduction from of a
Cartesian model. These approaches may serve to move towards explorations of authentic selves and universal phenomena of lived experiences.
Through a multi-voiced reflexive form of approach to data representation,
the multiplicity of embodied experiences can be taken into account in both
methodologies.
Gendlin (2004) proposed to overcome the split of modernism and postmodernism through openness to the more than categories that Finlay
(2009) called empathetic open presence and Dahlberg, Dahlberg, and
Nyström (2008) named vulnerable engagement as phenomenological attitudes. The more implies experiencing beyond categories and language.
Instead of a borderline between modernism and postmodernism, I suggest
acknowledging borderlands of embodied experiences that are on neither
the one nor the other side of the modern-postmodern border. Rather, I
propose understanding borderlands of human experience as not distinct,
as a post-postmodern open space of carrying forward the implicit aspect of
experiencing (Gendlin, 2004) that allows for a re-complexifying of our lifeworld
beyond division, which I call a place of “not-knowing” and wonder. Some considerable time ago, Gendlin advocated already 1973, such a post-postmodern
phenomenology as being an experiential interrelated process:
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We cannot study experience, as it is when its not studied; we cannot state
it, as it is when it is not stated. What we can do is to study it in the process
of being stated. From this new approach we take our standpoint neither
in statement, nor in an experience that we can say nothing about. Rather,
we study both experience and statement as they occur in the process of
affecting each other (p. 291).
Experience is understood as interplay of the history of the body, culture
and situations, partly expressed through language. Explications of their
interrelationships carry their processes forward. What is important about
the explication is how the statement relates and affects the experience
being described.
Braud and Anderson (1998) stated that knowing (epistemology) and being
(ontology) are co-constitutive: “We can perceive and know only that for
which our sensitivities have prepared us, and these sensitivities depend on
aspects of our being” (p. 22). They describe the interdependence of epistemology and ontology as an “endless cocreative, dialogical dance” (p. 22),
noting that, as in the words of C. G. Jung (1965), “There is no linear evolution; there is only circumambulation of the self” (p. 196). What a person
learns and becomes, is assumed as influenced by all others.
Research into the unconscious, such as Freud’s view of the scope and power of mind processes beyond consciousness (Damasio, 2010), emerged in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Freud focused on dreams, which
revealed a substantial depth of unconscious processing. The arts, music,
film and lucid dreaming also aim to bring forth images from other ways
of knowing or other levels of non-standard “paradoxical consciousness”.
Spirituality might serve as a bridge to the deep nature of consciousness
to overcome the limited reductive materialistic medical model of consciousness.
A particular concept of consciousness, the so-called Borderland consciousness (Bernstein, 2005, p. 223) may contribute to the discussion of investigation of the spectrum of embodied understanding in the border zone
of the implicit, which is the borderland between the conscious and the
unconscious: “I see the Borderland as the dimension in which a new consciousness is emergent and evident, one that incorporates transrational
reality” (p. 223). Transrational experiences include communication with
plants, animals and somatic identification with the earth’s exploitation.
Bernstein understands Borderland as a dimension of dynamic tension that
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arouses the transcendental function, as opposed to a “fence”, which implies the body-mind-consciousness split inherent, for instance, in a Cartesian medical perspective. The Borderland is seen as the “Place-of-Potential-Meeting” (p. 239). Bernstein created a model of Borderland consciousness that emphasizes the re-connection of ego, self and nature. He draws
on Navajo indigenous beliefs and healing systems. The threshold between
ego and self, struggling to function as co-evolutionary partners, is seen
as Borderland. He assumes the Borderland as the emergent evolutionary
transcendent consciousness of our time. A critical factor left out in the
evolution of consciousness is the role of the unconscious as a foundational
layer of humanity (Bernstein). Symbolic and mythical expressions evoke out
of the unconscious and may connect humans with transcendental wisdom.
The unconscious can be seen as great mystery that transcends wisdom
beyond rational interpretation. The investigation of the human embodied
understanding as borderland states of consciousness through research and
theory building (Hess, 2012b) implies embodied understanding as nondual and as linked with culture, spirituality and nature, moving beyond
an individualistic Western orientation of psychology towards an inclusive
approach of interconnectedness in order to enhance a re-complexifying of
our life world and lived-through experiences.
Actualizing The Further Mode With The Tool Of Transe Learning
To investigate the human embodied understanding as borderland states
of consciousness, as suggested by Hess (2012a,b) or, as Gendlin pointed
out, “to study both experience and statement as they occur in the process”
(Gendlin, 2004 p. 291), or to master the interdependent experience of epistemology and ontology as an “endless cocreative, dialogical dance” (Braud
& Anderson, 1998, p. 22), in order to actualize the Further Mode, Second
Attention Epistemology includes a method of knowing, an approach or tool
named Transe Learning, and a methodology of being called Biotransenergetics (BTE). Biotransenergetics serves as an ontological ground and clinical practice that is intertwined with Second Attention Epistemology and
the Transe Learning approach of knowing. Transe Learning has been explicated in detail elsewhere and further explication is not within the scope of
this paper. However, we do want to highlight the significance of the tool
of Transe Learning that serves to actualize the Further Mode of Knowing.
We want to point out the following fallacy: it is clear that if the experi30
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ence is a participatory dialogue, the classical system of learning, based
on theoretical knowledge, or even a rational way based solely on practical
experience, has limitations that must be overcome. We call either or fallacy
the limit of each mode to know that it moves in a dualism of knowledge.

Fig. 1 - Either or fallacy (Lattuada, 2010)

More enlightened systems of knowledge suggest an approach to teaching
that is able to balance theory and practice. This approach, however, brings
together the two poles of dualism without recognizing that they already
are together and do not need to be unified. To unify requires an act, which
undermines the integrity of the experience, we call both and fallacy every
approach that wants to put together what already is integral, untouched.
We suggest that Transe Learning is an approach that is able to know
with a unitary and intact attitude, based on the experience of integral
dialogical dance between part and whole, Organismic Self and field,
phenomenological map and territory, theory and practice, structure and
process, epistemology and ontology as outlined and discussed in detail in
previous issues of ITJ (Lattuada, 2010/ 2011/2012).
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Fig. 2 - Both and fallacy (Lattuada, 2010)

Fig. 3 - The Further Mode (Lattuada, 2010)
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The Transe Learning seeks to promote and actualize the organismic-dynamic
Further Mode, through the interconnected and integral experience of unity
in every event, an experience that can not be separated from the body, or
rather from the bodies as explicated as an integral experience.
We can live an integral experience by integrating the suggestions of
Rosemarie Anderson (Anderson, 2011) in a modified version that indicates
various forms in which intuitions express themselves in lived, embodied,
integral experiences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Archetypal experiences: elemental, unconscious, symbolic and
immaginal process.
Psychic experiences: the Big Five
Felt sense experiences: awareness of proprioceptive, kinesthetic and
visceral signals
Empathic identification experiences: Transe
Through-the-wounds experiences: Personal History.

On Ontological Concerns: Biotransenergetics As A Transpersonal Ontological
Methodology Intertwined With Second Attention Epistemology
Biotransenergetics (BTE) was developed by Lattuada (2010) and is illustrated
in detail in this monographic issue of the Integral Transpersonal Journal (ITJ)
on Biotransenergetics. Calabrese (2015) has conducted the first doctoral
research on this methodology and publishes the results in her article in this
issue of ITJ. Biotranenergetics as an ontological methodology explicates
an organismic mapping of inner experiences of states of consciousness.
Biotransenergetics offers to the individuals and to the researcher who
wants to surf the ocean of consciousness or walk on borderland states
of consciousness, an organismic mapping to orient her/his journey in the
process of lived, embodied, integral experience.As regards to the process
we are outlining an evolutionary path that goes forth in “upward leaps”
from knowledge to awareness, to essence. Each of these leaps characterizes
access to a real world of energy matter consciousness, each placed visà-vis the other in a vertical progression typified by a steady rise in the
intensity of energy, flow of matter, breadth of consciousness.
Biotransenergetics is a methodology of ontology and clinical practice
intertwined with Second Attention Epistemology (Lattuada, 2010).
Illustrating it in full detail, is beyond the scope of this paper, and has
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been done elsewhere (Lattuada2010, 2011, 2012), but it is important to
point out itskey elements as a possible ontological groundon which
Second Attention Epistemology and embodied phenomenology research
methodology can be placed as relevant for the holistic discussion of this
paper.
An Organismic Mapping Of States Of Consciousness
To the eyes of the beholder who processes the experience through the
Further Mode of knowing, an interconnected network of Systems of
Consciousness can open up. These systems are inhabited by sub-systems,
i.e. System-Specific States of Consciousness, which shift and morph into one
another, just as ocean waves do.
The Systems of Consciousness include the three levels of awareness: World
of Knowledge, World of Awareness and World of Essence. The SystemSpecific States of Consciousness are construed as the multiplicity of Transe,
i.e. of the ways of organizing perception - in other words, the mental and
emotional attitudes specific to each level of awareness.
The dynamic conception of states of consciousness is constituted by The Three
Worlds of Knowledge, Awareness, and Essence:
•

•

•
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With World of Knowledge we mean the “dwelling place” of the linear
knowledge of the audience member attending the show. In this first
level of awareness, the observer watches. He/she perceives, feels (the
actor, the stage, his own feelings), thinks, i.e. processes the data he/
she perceives (I am like the actor, I have to pay bills) and acts (he/she
sits watching the show, gets excited, leaves).The subject of the experience says: this is I.
With World of Awareness we mean the “dwelling place” of new understanding, of insight. In this second level of awareness, the observer watches himself watching (his/her own perceptions, his/her own
thoughts, the performance/spectator process as a whole).The subject
of the experience says: I am.
With World of Essence we mean the “dwelling place” of pure observation. In this third level of awareness, the observation observes. The beholder blends with that which is observed, the audience and the show
become one, namely, “that which is”. The subject of the experience
says: I am Being.
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Fig. 4 - Systems of Consciousness (Lattuada, 2010)

Whether the object surveyed belongs to the external environment
(multiverse macrocosm) or internal environment (organismic microcosm),
or whether the data come from an external environment (multiverse
macrocosm) or from an internal environment (organismic microcosm),
the Organismic Self is characterized as the seat of operations, the space
where Explicit Clinical Evidence (ECE) and Implicit Essential Inherences
(IEI) come together.
With the term Microcosmic Vehicles, we draw another set of sub-boundaries
to show some of the different ways of arranging information within the
organismic Self: into organismic constellations or organismic mapping. The
five bodies outlined in the following come from the mystical tradition. Let
us just think of the Kosha (lit. holder or sheath) (Vivekacūḍāmaṇi, Raphael,
2006), the five bodies of the Advaita Vedanta school of philosophy that
cover the Atman, the immortal essence made of pure bliss, or the Hermetic
tradition(Bardon, 1978), or Besant’s (1990), and Leadbeater’s theosophy
(Besant & Leadbeater, 1962):
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•
•

•
•
•

The so-called body or physical vehicle arranges and dispatches information in the form of sensations.
The body or energy vehicle arranges and dispatches information in
the form of subtle sensations such as beats, pulses, flows, rhythms,
tingling, etc.
The body or emotive vehicle arranges and dispatches information in
the form of feelings, moods, emotions, needs, desires, etc.,
The body or mental vehicle arranges and dispatches information in the
form of worldviews, paradigms, memories, images, thoughts, etc.
The body or spiritual and/or higher mental vehicle arranges and
dispatches information in the form of transpersonal content, insight, intuition, visions, etc.

Fig. 5 - Mapping of Organismic Self (Lattuada, 2010)

Mapping Of Dualisms
It is possible to integrate organismic constellations and their vehicles
with the evolutionary pathway of consciousness by arranging them into
a mapping that takes into account different organismic districts. Below
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we set out a reading of organismic phenomenology and its constellations
based on a mapping that takes into account different organismic districts,
founded upon the millenary tradition of the chakras and subsequent
developments as made by Experiential Psychotherapy (Gendlin, 1998), and
especially by Reich(Reich,1973), and Lowen (Lowen,1982).
The proposal is to draw seven boundaries: I Live/I Die, Pleasure/Pain, I
Win/I Lose, I Love/I Hate, I Forgo/I Keep, I Pass Judgment/I Take note, I
am/Am I. Moving from the base of the column up to the top of the head,
these boundaries trace several orders of energy/matter/consciousness
arranged in an evolutionary sequence. As we know all boundaries indicate
or exclude. They exclude if we identify with their contents operating in the
first attention; they indicate if we transcend them, disidentifying from their
contents through Second Attention.

Fig. 6 - Mapping of Dualism (Lattuada, 2010)

The Orders of the Boundary and the Orders of Love organize organismic
constellations into a mapping that portrays different worlds structured
into oligarchies, topically identifiable and represented by isomorphisms.
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The world of the I Live/I die boundary, for example, will reveal feelings of
contraction, closure, uncertainty, as well as feelings of fear or insecurity
and mistrust.
It shall be transcended if and when the Order of Love of existence is able to
activate enough energy to head towards life, in the pursuit of pleasure etc.
Ultimately, the original dynamics re-appear at every boundary; it is inherent
in every dualism, at which level the organismic constellations feed us with
standardized embodied information regarding the subject of experience,
our Master of Given Data. Arranged into organismic constellations, the
ECE’s and IEI’s speak to us about our Organismic Self and its harmony or
disharmony, identification or disidentification, wellness or illness, needs or
qualities, strives or resources, systems and subsystems of Consciousness.
Through a phenomenological assessment it is possible to recognize
in which consciousness system the Master of the Given Data is moving.
The above suggested five-level mapping of the “five bodies or vehicles”
suggested above allows us to arrange organismic phenomena according
to constellations that embrace the Self in its psycho-physical wholeness,
and bring forth the places and forms of harmony or disharmony, of fluidity
or interruption, of chronicity or balance and, ultimately, of identification or
disidentification. In the history of mystical traditions, amid studies on states
of consciousness, empirical acquisitions and experiential psychotherapy
provide different models that can be drawn on to provide a standardization
of the data that spring forth from the organismic constellations.
A Transpersonal Vision Of Ontology In Embodied Phenomenology
In a broad phenomenological-philosophical stance, the development of human
identity always already has a transpersonal dimension, which functions in dynamic
ways in our everyday lives. Within such a perspective the “personal” and the
“transpersonal” cannot be separated, not such as that the “transpersonal” comes
later or can be achieved in stages. Rather, the tension between the “personal”
and “transpersonal” is an existential fundamental ambiguity from the beginning.
In that way transcendence, for example, can only be articulated as lived, as alive
(Todres, 2007). As such it is a nondual vision of existence and remains a holistic
quality in the way things are interconnected.
Evolution can be seen as one story that we participate in, never evolving,
but always already something that does not need to be completed,
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and is as full and complete as it will ever be. As Merleau-Ponty (1968)
emphasized, that our perception is only possible because of the bodily
participation of our lived body in the order and unity of nondual existence.
The Self is continuous with, and disappears into, a ground or order of life,
and this order of life gives the Self its qualities, which are the qualities of
being-in-the-world including language, culture, developmental structures,
physiological constraints, freedoms. However, the ground of being-inthe-world is not limited to these contexts but involves openness, a space
for these contexts to emerge. Such a back-and-forth movement can be
compared to the figure and ground of a Gestalt: the openness, intimacy,
and continuity of the unity of being; and the changing boundaries of the
many ways that Being occurs and the many ways we define ourselves.
It is a unity of becoming-in-becoming that Adams (1999) named the
“interpermeability of Self and the world” (p. 39). In phenomenology the
depth of being is no-thing. There is an ontological openness at the center
of identity. Human existence is a field of ambiguity based on human
experience that participates in structures and no structures, time and no
time, personal, pre-personal, and transpersonal, and even these terms are
relative to one another. In the depth of our bodies there is this ambiguity
of non-separative being as non-egoic core of Self and the egoic core of
Self seen as specialized engagement (Merleau-Ponty, 1968), which can
serve as a phenomenological informed model of transpersonal experience.
Spiritual maturity could then be defined as the lived ability to sustain the
integration of the focus of whole and part, unity and difference, as an
infinite multiplicity, where unity and difference can be sustained as “one
song”, (Todres, 2007, p. 172) including, embracing the ambiguity of human
existence. Ambiguity reaches integration when unity holds diversity,
diversity holds unity, it is dynamic, alive, embracing each other like Yin/
Yang, or like an emergent stillness in chaotic motion (Combs, 1995).
Ambiguity is given to human existence between earth and sky. Ontological
ambiguity moves not just in the logic of dynamics within historical systems.
It is non-deterministic and moves in openness and freedom. It is a unity of
being-in-becoming, a nondual vision, of existence it is One Song. Barnett (2004)
suggests that to think anew, we need to learn to embrace the uncertain and
unknown as a way of living. This perspective implies an ontological turn with a
focus on being, not only of knowing and doing of human experience.
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Conclusion
The Epistemology of the Second Attention - in line with Embodied
Phenomenology and other approaches - offers one full Gestalt of modes
of knowing, including rational and intuitive embodied knowledge, where
thought and observation, reason and felt sense are intertwined. These
approaches recognize the mutual complementarity of duality and unity.
Second Attention Epistemology draws on the term integral with its
etymological meaning of being whole, complete, uninjured, untouched,
lacking nothing (Merriam Webster online) and proposes a methodology
of the Further Mode of knowing that is able to deal with the participatory
dialogue between part and whole, between duality and unity, matter and
consciousness, body and mind. We have shown that when the appropriate
tools such as Transe Learning based on conscious observation, are used,
first and second attention instantly become one. The Further Mode of
knowing offers the possibility of accessing unity in duality and duality in
unity, separation in unification, unification in separation: the Further Mode
makes the duality and nonduality one, experienced through the body.
According to the integral transpersonal vision of the Further Mode,
the body is not just the body as something different from the mind,
but an Organismic Self (Pert, 2001) with several levels of manifestation
summarized in five major dimensions: physical, energetic, emotional,
mental and spiritual, living together in each other, for each other. The term
Organismic Self assumed as a body-mind-unity was coined by Candace
Pert, the researcher who discovered the opiate receptors. She studied the
distribution of cells producing endorphins in the body, found the existence
of a high concentration of such cells in the area of the spinal column where
the Vedas situate the chakras.
Pert’s studies showed that the communication of information among cells
and the transmitting of chemical substances takes place through “vibration
tuning” (Pert, 2001). Like the Eastern tradition of Vedas, Indian and Tibetan
Buddhism, the different Western esoteric traditions like Kabala, hermetic
tradition, theosophy, anthroposophy, Rosicrucianism, talk about the body
as a unit of different interconnected bodies.
Embodied Phenomenology and Second Attention Epistemology, as two
experiential-based methodologies, place the explicit focus on the
interconnected body by drawing on a transpersonal perspective and
focus on the excavation of the multiple layers of our lived-through
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experiences that carry “more then words can say”. It is an effort to advance
a re-complexifying of our life world and of our lived-through experiences
beyond division and beyond reduction from of a Cartesian model. These
approaches may serve to move us towards explorations of authentic selves
and universal phenomena of lived experiences. Through a multi-voiced
reflexive form of approach to data representation, the multiplicity of
embodied experiences can be taken into account in both methodologies.
Anderson and Braud (2011) recommended that researchers who adopt
transformative approaches to research, “must not follow the dictates of
political and industrial agendas, but rather lead in dedication to the good of
all that lives” (p. 317). Anderson and Braud (2007) proposed a transpersonal
vision of research based on the African philosophy and way of life called
Ubuntu, with its core expression “I am because we are, we are because I
am” (p. 1) - each is incomplete without the other. Such a transpersonal
vision of research expands from personal growth and transformation of the
individual to communal and global transformation.
Towards A Culture Of Sharing Understanding With Community
The Further Mode of knowing and embodied understanding as embodied
palpable felt forms of knowing offer the possibility of sharing such kinds
of knowing with communities and audiences so that understanding seen
as the interplay of being and knowing can move among us in meaningful
ways. Could it be that academia is ready for creative contributions from
partnership in mutual dialogue? And what could be the value of such
a pursuit of dialogical participative palpable knowing in a community
context in moving towards embodied knowing and shared understanding?
In this realm of forms of bodily and relational resonances and empathetic
imagination, the notion of presences (Galvin & Todres, 2012) seems to be
helpful for this wider view of understanding. Presence has been described
as “an intangible spirit or mysterious influence felt to be present” (MerriamWebster, online). Regarding the ontological depth of sharing understanding
with communities, could one aim be the awakening of presences? Shotter
(2004) speaks of the emergence of “dynamically unfolding structures of
activity that we all participate in “shaping”, but to which we all must also be
responsive in giving shape to our own actions“ (p. 435). “Real presences”
constitute an alternative to “mental representations” in that how and what
is shared is potentially much more complex than an interpersonal process
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in which one conveys meaning to another. It is alive and moves beyond the
participants, and moves interdependently.
Second Attention Epistemology and embodied phenomenology in its
quest for illuminating meanings in meaningful ways may benefit from
understanding how presences can become more alive in the sense of
attending to them with bodily and linguistic hospitality. The central spirit
of such a quest is based on an epistemology where understanding is
never cognitively alone, but always intertwined with its senses, moods,
qualities and multiple intersubjective and cultural contexts that are
given to consciousness in the ways they are holistically presented. Such
an awakening and sharing of presences, calls for definitions of evidence
that is intimate with the first and second person. Such an epistemological
stance keeps open to an aesthetic sensibility rather than splitting science
from art. As Willis (2004) suggested that we should make “living texts…
and other artistic forms to create a portrayal which carries the immediacy
and impact of an experience” (p. 8). In all of this is the lived body, you and
I, and even the muse beyond our control, as Leggo (2009) pointed out
when referring to his writing as “seeking always a living ecology in the vast
mystery of the earth” (p. 151). This living ecology is a living community.
Second Attention Epistemology and embodied phenomenology research
methodology that draw on the deeply participative nature of such a living
community are dedicated to the ongoing play between individuality and
what is shared. This play can never be summarized as evidence because it
is always ongoing and always exceeding its last generalization since the
alive presences always move. It invites to authorship in participative ways,
to engage in more evocative ways of knowing, and to honor the relational
realities of authentic embodied presences.
Afterword
When Front and Backstage of unity and separation, being and knowing,
matter and consciousness, body and mind, become One Song, it is like with
a good poem:
“[…] A good poem can never be completely entered, completely known…”.
(Hirshfield, 1998, p. 31f ).
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ABSTRACT
In Biotransenergetics (BTE), a transpersonal psychotherapy model developed in
the 1980s by Lattuada, the uniqueness of self-experience is pivotal. During the
psychotherapy session the psychotherapist favors the creation of the Transe, a
field, using mindfulness techniques; the psychotherapist and the patient “indwell”
together in this experience at a multilevel dimension (physical, emotional, energetic,
mental and spiritual) to allow the psychotherapeutic process to happen.
The present study was carried out to describe the psychotherapist and the patient
lived experience of the Transe. The aim was to describe how this process actually
works to the therapeutic effect and could relate to self-development.
KEYWORDS
Psychotherapy, clinical study, heuristic method, Biotransenergetics
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Introduction
Biotransenergetics (BTE) is a transpersonal model of psychotherapy
developed by Lattuada (Lattuada 2008) from the integration of humanistic
psychology and Bioenergetics; with a holistic approach to individuals, BTE
merges the physical and corporal aspects of Lowen’s Bioenergetic model
(Lowen 2009) with transcendental aspects.
Similarly to other transpersonal psychotherapies, BTE pays special attention
to non-ordinary states of consciousness, through which it is possible to
experience transcendental realities (Kasprow & Scotton 1999).
In BTE the uniqueness of self-experience is pivotal. In the therapeutic
process, inner experiences and felt sense are essential. These are contained
in the concept of Transe (Lattuada 2012). Transe, spelled in Portougese, is a
non-ordinary state of consciousness, a field, in which the psychotherapist
and the client indwell together. Being together into this field they experience
the Transe on a multilevel dimension (physical, emotional, energetic,
mental and spiritual) using mindfulness or psycho-corporeal techniques.
The word captation is used to describe the modality of this experience. In
this context the term, which literally refers to the reception of radio waves,
is used to indicate a modality of listening and perception of the felt sense
(Lattuada 2012). The concept of captation, similarly to the felt sense described
by Gendlin (1996), represents a way to relate with the world mediated not by
rationality or logic but by corporal sensations, associated with expression on
an emotional level. Captation can occur on the psychotherapist’s side or on
the client’s side, during the various practices.
The client and the psychotherapist, being together in the Transe, the field,
explore the five levels, physical, energetic, emotional, mental and spiritual;
what emerges in each level is verbalized in terms of feelings: physically
(I’m hot, I feel weight), energetically (I feel the heartbeat, the movement
of fluids etc.), emotionally (I’m scared, I’m sad etc.), mentally (thoughts,
memories), and at the transpersonal level (intuitions, visions). Both the
psychotherapist and the client use the present tense and the first person to
describe their experience, to be in the “here and now” dimension.
The psychotherapist can possibly intervene by using magic words. This
term refers to words that, trough an interior listening attitude, emerge
to consciousness, guided by the felt sense rather than by observations or
mental elaborations avoiding judgments.
In fact, the judging mind, critical observation and rational thinking are
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left outside this field; whereas, compassionate love and self-awareness
observation are required to allow subtle sensations to emerge in a felt-sense.
The psychotherapist and the client, indwelled into the Transe, navigate it,
sort of speaking, using different mindfulness practices. These practices,
extensively described by Lattuada (Lattuada 2012) allow the subject to move
from a state of consciousness typical of the dual mind to a unifying state
of consciousness, in which the horizons of perception and comprehension
extend beyond the boundaries of conscious experience (Lattuada 2012b).
Unlike analytic, cognitive or other kinds of therapies, working with words on
the psychic level in a non-ordinary state of consciousness, goes beyond the
rational level. In this state of consciousness it becomes possible to enter in
contact with archetypical aspects of life; it’s possible to transcend one’s own
personal biographical history. This is the therapeutic process itself.
Aims and Methods
The research question of this study is focused on the meaning of the Transe
experience during the psychotherapeutic session, considering the clients’
descriptions. Aim of the study is to arrive at the essence of the experience
through which a conceptual description of BTE can be provided.
The topic under investigation is the lived experience of the non-ordinary
state of consciousness during the psychotherapeutic session; the clients
and the psychotherapist involved in the session are also considered as
researchers collecting the data
Given these premises the heuristic method was used. Heuristic is an internal
search of meaning of a human experience and explicitly acknowledges
the researcher involvement into the experience under investigation, the
researcher is therefore always present and visible (Douglas & Moustakas
1985). These aspects are very important also considering that the research
question arose from my personal experience during the training first and
then during my own clinical experience; moreover, the process of Transe
during a BTE therapeutic session is an intimate experience for both the
psychotherapist and the client so that it is not possible to investigate it
without considering their involvement.
Braud&Anderson (1998) have indicated heuristic inquiry particularly suited
for research in the transpersonal field, not only for the direct involvement of
the researcher into the field but even more for the recognized importance
of personal knowledge and tacit knowing of the researcher. According to
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Hiles (2001) the heuristic approach occupies a key place in transpersonal
inquiry where not only ordinary human experience is considered but
transcendent and exceptional experiences are elicited.
In the present study the heuristic method has been applied modeling
it to the specific clinical study design in which a certain number of
psychotherapists and clients were involved.
Three levels of heuristic inquiry have been considered: the first level
has place during the therapeutic session between the psychotherapist
and the client, the second level, including the first one, has place during
individual and collective meeting between me as Principal Investigator
(PI) and the psychotherapists as Co-researchers, the third level, including
the other two, has place when I analyze all the data collected in the other
levels.
Psychotherapists were enrolled through a recruitment letter explaining
the aim and purposes of the study, including methodological and ethical
aspects. All of them have successfully completed the four years master
program, with at least three years of supervised clinical work after
graduation. Each psychotherapist enrolled one or two clients. Clients were
informed by the psychotherapist about the purposes and methods of the
study and agreed to participate through a consent form. Data have been
collected by the psychotherapists, considered as co-researchers.
At the end of each psychotherapy session the psychotherapist collected
client’s lived experience of the practices, directly from the clients, and
from the clinical records. It was just a description without any analysis,
interpretation or any further elaboration of the material.
Attention was paid to describe with rich and deep details how the experience
was lived at the five different levels (physical, mental emotional, energetic
and spiritual).
Aim of the study was also to describe the meaning of BTE practices in
relation to the therapeutic process. In fact, it is assumed that the practices,
whether body work or meditation, are intended to produce therapeutic
effect acting on the five levels (physical, emotional, energetic, mental or
spiritual). The purpose is to describe how this effect is perceived subjectively
by the client and objectively by the psychotherapist. This evaluation was
done in three different moments: at the end of each session, after three
months and after six months.
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Ethical issues were considered following the British Psychological Society
recommendations (BPS 2009). To ensure the anonymity at every stage of
the study an alphanumeric code was assigned to each client, where a letter
corresponds to a psychotherapist and a number corresponds to the client.
Only the psychotherapist knew the identity of the client and took care not
to introduce any possible source of identification in the study reports. An
informed consent from the clients was obtained by the psychotherapist.
Each psychotherapist was responsible for correctly informing the client
about the purposes and method of the study and asking for a signed
consent to participate.
Data Description
Participants
Seven psychotherapists participated to the study. In table 1 the
psychotherapists’ professional profiles are shown.
13 clients agreed to participate; table 2 describes clients’ profile. They
turned to the psychotherapist because of personal stressful events,
causing various levels of anxiety. A diagnosis of Anxiety Disorder (DSMIV
criteria – A.P.A. 1994) was made for two of them; one had previous
history of substance abuse (alcohol). Mean duration of BTE therapy
was 11 months. Three of them already followed other psychotherapy
treatment.
A total of 121 clinical sessions using BTE were taken into consideration.
When BTE practices were used it was for a mean of 67% of time of the
psychotherapeutic session. More than one practice was used in the same
session. Usually one, either 4 acknowledgements or further Mode (MU),
sometimes used together, would introduce the field and another, either
a psycho-corporal or a mindful practice, would be used to navigate the
therapeutic process.
I evaluated all the text material according to the heuristic approach. I
divided the transcript according to the different practice used. Then I read
the transcript several times, outlining how the client, would describe the
experience on the different levels, mental, emotional, physical, energetic
or spiritual.
From the description, based on their words, I tried to reach the essence of
the experience, trying to reach a conceptual description of BTE.
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Table 1 - psychotherapists’ description with professional profile
7 psychotherapists (2 males and 5 female). They were coded with a letter;
mean age 2 was 44 years. Mean years of practice with BTE was 14 years. 3
of them had also another psychotherapeutic training and one was also a
psychiatrist.

Table 2 - clients’ description
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13 patients (3 males and 10 females) coded with a letter, corresponding to
the psychotherapist, and a number, participated to the study. They were all
native Italian. Mean age was 35 years. 5 had a university degree (u.d.); the
other had a professional diploma (p.d.). Mean duration of therapy with a
BTE approach was 11 months. Three of them have had already a previous
psychotherapy treatment with other approaches, as indicated.
Three of them had a diagnosis, as indicated. None of them was on drug
treatment.
Transe From The Client Perspective
The BTE session is characterized by a first phase of relaxation, to create
the field, the Transe, in which the psychotherapist and the client indwell
together. This is usually done, using the 4 acknowledgements or the MU
(Lattuada 2012). During this practice, the psychotherapist might continue
with another practice depending on the contents emerging from the client
and resonating to him/her. Sometimes however, these two practices might
be enough to lead the psychotherapeutic process to an end, for the session.
I will consider the different practices separately, as they have different
theoretical and practical background.
4 Acknowledgements Or Further Mode
These two practices, 4 acknowledgements and Further Mode were used
together as a single practice. It starts with a reference to the four elements:
earth, air, water and fire. During this practice the psychotherapist guides
the meditation firstly by suggesting the sense of weight of the body and
inviting the subject to abandon it; then the psychotherapist suggests
lightness of breathing, inviting the subject to follow it; afterwards the
psychotherapist invites the subject to observe what happens inside him/
her, recommending the metaphor of the incessant flow, while the aware
attention remains focused on observation.
At the beginning of the practice the mental contents prevail. During the
practice the clients verbalize the presence of thoughts, usually described
as disturbing:
Other times the emotional contents prevail, usually associated with
energetic or physical elements in different parts of the body.
In both cases mental and emotional contents are often reported as
experienced in third person, as if the subject was filled with them, invaded,
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from the outside, not as if he/she produced and felt them.
In these descriptions an integration of the physical level with the other
levels might be observed. In fact during the practice there is a reference
to the weight descending, therefore bringing the attention to the material
body, so that during the practice the material body becomes mediator of
the energetic and emotional level.
When describing emotions of fear and anguish patients would associate
them to some physical feelings of heaviness or blockages in the movements.
Whereas, the emotion of anger would be associated with feelings of
irritability in the legs, or referring to the throat as it was closed or squeezed.
During the practice thoughts might also be described with physical aspects
of blocks of weight.
As the practice continues, the integration of the content, either mental
or emotional or both together, at the various levels brings a different
awareness of the content itself, leading to a change of the subjective
state, described as warm or lightness: in other cases a state of inner peace
appears: an illumination in each cell.
In a few cases an insight occurred, showing the other side of the coin, or
leaving the feeling of being at the source.
These insights are reported not just referred to whatever problem was
discussed before the practice, but as something referred to the subject’s
life in general.
To summarize, as mentioned at the beginning, during the 4 recognition and
MU while the subject is in a state of profound relaxation the psychotherapist
solicits an aware observation of the flow of contents that emerge to
consciousness. We can say that the description in third person comes
from this observation of the flow. This leads to a lived experience of disidentification from the content, both on a mental and an emotional level.
This observation from the outside is also associated with the integration of
the emotional and mental level with the physical one.
When the two processes of dis-identification and integration fully occur,
there is a shift toward a lived experience of wellbeing and in some cases
transpersonal level can be reached with insights as the last examples show.
Transition From Zero
This meditative practice is characterized as being at the source of the Self
(Lattuada 2012). The psychotherapist suggests through a metaphor the
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state of being at zero that is to say to be empty of contents. The client
is invited to verbalize any content that might emerge on any level, and
through a metaphor is invited to return to the source.
During the practice the clients started verbalizing mostly mental contents,
thoughts either as not interfering with the meditation, Thoughts outside
the circle, or as disturbing, The hell this mind... leave me alone... go away.
Sometimes unpleasant feelings were reported referring them to a physical
level. As the practice goes on they are transformed into a disappearance, I
disappear in the body.
Other times the emotional content prevails, and their connotation is
brought back to the physical and energetic level as weight and rigidity.
The practice, however, guides the clients to return to the source, when this
transition occurs completely it is described as: Passing from chaos to quiet.
It is possible to say that this practice is characterized by a detachment from
either the mental or the emotional contents.
In some cases we could see how personal life events reported earlier in the
sessions as source of tension and discomfort, were resolved through what
is called primary process of observation-acceptance-awareness (Lattuada
2012). The event has not been object of treatment in the practice. Meditation
at zero is a way of reaching a detachment from the ego identification
allowing the subject to widen his/her vision in which tension, discomfort,
can be transcended, to get in touch with the Self.
Whereas in the practice of the 4 recognitions described earlier this
occurs through observation from outside of the contents connected with
the personal history, here it happens through a detachment from those
contents.
Captation
This practice, which usually follows one of the previously described
practices, is used to explore blocks that eventually have emerged. It’s
characterized by a profound contact with what emerges on the five levels,
allowing the expression of these contents both verbally and through non
verbal communication at the emotional level.
Even if during the practice the client was invited to use the first person to
describe the experience, at the end of the process he/she uses the third
person to describe the experience. It is like if, being in a different state of
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consciousness; the subjects don’t recognize what happened as something
coming from them: my self-depreciation stood in front of me; I was astonished
when I enter these thoughts; I don’t not know why I wrote certain things. This
was also evident for emotional reactions: Tears surprised me; As if there was
another person able to smile at me; I didn’t think that recalling that image
could hurt me so much.
By remaining in contact with what emerges, thoughts are transformed
in insights and expressed emotions give a sense of: cleanness, peace,
tranquility.
Insights seem connected to a change of perspective, for example we see
the following changes from the beginning to the end of the practices:
- “I don’t want... I don’t want to be submissive, I don’t want
nuisances, I don’t want this situation.
- “I want”: to feel what I am, do what I want, I feel I can.
- I feel weight in the chest; get to feel the weight... I feel
overloaded with work imposed by my supervisors.
- I feel a sense of duty; without that weight… I would feel like
a nullity, incapable.
- I need to adapt to the image of the “perfect woman” in the
eyes of the men I have been engaged with...
- Are my own eyes looking at me…?
In this practice the process of the detachment from the contents seems to
be crucial, and through the change of perspective what is called primary
process of observation-acceptance-awareness is realized (Lattuada 2012).
This process is described on a more profound level, rather than on a
cognitive mental one:
There is always something I come to understand, that I didn’t
understand before, or something that I sensed and now It’s
confirmed; I already knew it before, but now it is as if I know it
with my whole body.
In other cases what is called secondary transformation process of contactmobilization-direction-transformation (Lattuada 2012) occurs.
For example, in one case, contacting emotions associated with some
thoughts:
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Thoughts tighten my head, images increase my anger, my mind
keeps on thinking and being angry,
and letting them express, in this state of Transe.
That’s enough I can’t take it anymore, let’s put an end to
this, go to hell, disappear from my horizon, if you were here I
would push you around until you tumbled over, get out of my
thoughts, leave me alone, leave, leave,
allowed to contact a transpersonal level and finally the client concludes:
Self tells me to let go, to stay in my place, to do what concerns
me, and the then rest will be what it’s meant to be. A deep
breath and I feel the silence, I feel my place, everything is in the
right place, I’m in my place, I’m in my place, this is how it is.
In another case, the client who felt pressured by the requests of the family:
my mother… my father… my brother… my brother…
during the practice was able to contact a level in which she feels
outside these borders, I fly on these waves, I go towards the sky,
I lay on the clouds and travel.
Finally I feel free and aware.
The core themes emerging from these descriptions are about disidentification from mental and emotional contents and integration of the
physical, energetic, emotional mental and spiritual levels.
A change of perspective was also observed, which would favor overcoming
biographical history.
We can say that when, during the practice, the possibility to get in contact
with the transpersonal level is created, and the contents of personal
history can be observed from outside and transcended. We can say that
the contact with the Self leads to “healing”, understood as dissolution of
the blocks causing the state of discomfort.
Transe In The Healing Process
Aim of the study is to describe how the Transe relates to the
psychotherapeutic process. In fact if we speak about therapy each practice
is supposed to have a therapeutic effect on a psychological level. For this
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reason the psychotherapists and the clients were asked to report on their
lived experience of the Transe in relation to the psychotherapeutic effect.
This had to be described at the end of each session and after three and six
months.
Clients’ Description At The The Sessions
At the end of the session, the emotional level is where the healing process
has been felt mostly, through feelings of tranquility and serenity: calmer,
clear, relieved, comforted, feeling of serenity, joy, fluency in movements, I
am serene.
Other times it was expressed on the energetic level, both in the sense of
emptiness and lack of energy, seen in positive terms due to the disappearing
of physical or emotional tensions, and also in the sense of energy charge
perceived as positive. Energy that is perceived as useful in order to face both
the psychotherapeutic process and life outside the psychotherapeutic setting.
The perception of the psychotherapeutic process on a mental level regarded
a greater clearness of what happens in the person and of awareness of
one’s own being:
I understood some things; there is a clarity of mind regarding
what to do.
This awareness can also concern relationships with others:
I feel like I’m abandoning that armor I built to defend myself
from the world, to be stronger, that armor that on one side that
protects me, but that suffocates me on the other.
Sometimes awareness concerns not just one’s own psychotherapeutic
process in the strict sense, but also a process of personal evolution:
More aware, but also bigger question marks, as if awareness
created other question marks.
I caught a glimpse of the way, but the way must be travelled.
More determined to love myself, to respect myself.
Awareness was often presented also in association with the emotional and
energetic experience.
The physical level was generally used to describe the emotional, energetic
and mental levels.
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Obviously, the description of the experience related to the psychotherapeutic
process isn’t always positive. Sometimes negative feelings were reported:
I have headache, I feel a fatigue; I feel physical tiredness and
pain caused by what I saw in the psychotherapeutic process;
I feel confused, with vertigo; I feel confused but aware of the
transition towards a sense of responsibility.
As these examples show whereas during the practice the subjects would
refer to the contents of the body feelings, thoughts and emotions in third
person, now the subjects seem to use the first person again, and, sort of
speaking, repossess both the positive and negative experience.
Often emotional and energetic contents are associated with the physical
ones, as if this association improved awareness.
We could say that the stimulus, solicited and learned during the practices, to
observe and integrate the different levels, becomes something automatic,
used also outside the practice.
We must underline how, on the other hand, the mental connotation is
expressed only in cognitive terms, even though during sessions the
cognitive level is never solicited.
Clients’ Description After Three/Six Months Of Therapy
The clients reported an improved level of self-awareness. This can express
as an ability to observe body reactions and feelings, or in more general
terms as an ability to “listen”.
This self-perception brings to different attitudes toward themselves:
I started to let go my feelings without judgment, with greater
understanding and acceptance; I realized that this is the
essence of my being and that all those situations in which I
experienced discomfort were coming from a lack of choice and
because I was missing a loyalty to my feeling.
There is also an improvement in the ability to perceive their own emotions:
I understood how my thoughts, both the positive and negative ones, were
able to change very effectively my physical and emotional state.
Being able to recognize one’s own emotions allows observing them and
recognizing them also in others:
There’s a greater communication with him (boyfriend) than
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before; when we had fights before I used to think that it
was because he did not love me, now I understand that he
is not doing well, it doesn’t mean that he does not love me
enough.
The ability to self-listening and expressing emotions with more awareness
changes the relationships with other, so that the feeling of being forced to
surrender disappears; this lead to a change in behavior perceived also by
the others:
Others are bewildered and as if it understands that the real me
is coming out, because there are more fights, but I’ll take this
in a positive way because if this aroused in others, it means to
say that I’m going more for what I am...
There was also a change of perspective concerning one’s own life, as
expressed in the sentence:
Memories of past episodes and thoughts that keep me awake
the night of the session I saw my life past and present and put
it back in order with the new way of seeing things.
We can even observe a change in the relationship with those who hurt the
client in the past. A traumatic event caused the client H1 to be confined to
the role of victim for life, making her complain even if at her own expense. At
the end of the 6 months therapy she describes such a person in her past as:
now I can see him as a fragile person.
Resentment and anger that don’t dare to be expressed and that oppressed
the person with guilt, become a feeling of hate towards that person, but on
the other hand as they find a direction along which they can be expressed,
they free the person, who feels the possibility to live again.
From these descriptions it can be said that the psychotherapeutic process
would express as an improved awareness, with greater capability of listening
to one’s self and others. It was also described a change of perspective
through which it was possible to look at personal past events with a
different attitude. Where once there was self-pity, now there’s awareness;
where once there was resentment now there’s acceptance.
While reading extracts of the sessions I was surprised to see how some
personal history events, which in BTE psychodynamic model represent
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blocks in the flow of energy, have not been faced directly, but rather
observed during the process of Transe, as if it were from outside, as if it
the observer was the transpersonal Self.
We can say that those events have been dissolved because of this process;
that is to say that the blocking effect of those events disappears. This is
what in BTE is called to go beyond personal history.
Contact with a dimension beyond the personal level, through archetypical
representations or meditation practices, allowed attachments to personal
history, which often conditioned the subject’s behavior in the sense of selfpity or opposition, to be let go.
Psychotherapists’ Description After Three/Six Months Of Therapy
The healing process was described also by the psychotherapist. In general
the perception of the psychotherapeutic process coincided with the client’s
perception. Some psychotherapists also noticed variations on a physical level:
The mimicry is more mobile, and congruent with the emotional
contents; the sight is more direct.
Often a reference to a greater individuality emerges, understood as the
ability of individuals to see themselves not just in relation to others but
also as autonomous beings.
Often this process is seen in relation to the confrontation with one’s own.
Considering the psychotherapeutic process in general, we can say that the
greater awareness of the clients was expressed towards the outside, as if
individuals engaged a greater emotional and mental autonomy in their
relationships. Obviously this is not only perceived by the psychotherapist,
as some examples show, but also by individuals who have relationships
with the clients, changing the relationship itself.
This awareness seems to be related to the constant process of integration
between the physical, emotional and energetic levels.
Furthermore, by constantly changing the point of observation from internal
to external, the subject can look at his/her personal history from a different
perspective. Sometimes the point of observation is beyond the personal
level and in this case the inner transformation is more profound.
The process through which these steps occur is almost never on a
cognitive level and often at the beginning the subject feels disorientated;
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nevertheless, this allows a deeper implication of the person.
Some mechanisms of the psychotherapeutic process, first of all the
integration of the physical level with the others, are interiorized, and the
subject puts them into effect also outside the psychotherapeutic context.
Even the capability of changing point of observation, practiced during
sessions, becomes part of the subject’s relationships with others and with
life events.
Discussion
As previously described in detail, the effect of the practices occurs
essentially on two levels: dis-identification that is detachment from the
mental and emotional processes, which are observed from the outside and
let go, and integration of the physical level with the emotional, energetic
and mental ones.
In this discussion I would focus on the dis-identification, comparing the
effect described in this study with evidences coming from the literature
on mindfulness and psychotherapy, with special attention to neuroscience
studies.
In this study at the beginning of the practice the clients referred to mental
contents as something coming from the outside. They were described in
third person, often as disturbing not as much because of the content rather
for their intrusiveness.
During the practice and at the end of it, thoughts were let go and a
detachment from their emotional connotation was reported.
A similar effect regarding the emotional content was also observed. In
this case if during the practice there were lived experiences of negative
emotions, at the end of the practice they were described in third person as
something observed from the outside.
Describing this detachment, the patient would report a sense of relieve
of the tension and anxiety which were present at the beginning of the
session. Even more, through this process the patients could find a different
perspective to look at life events connected with the stressful situation
they were living and sometimes they could even reach an insight, through
which a new understanding was possible.
In general the therapeutic process was associated with perceived
improvements of their subjective state of wellbeing, not only at the end
of the session but also as a general outcome of the therapeutic process,
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described as clearer mind regarding whatever problem brought them to therapy.
Being able to detach from the experienced emotion would also lead
to improving in the ability to recognize others’ emotional states and
acknowledge them.
This process would happen usually during the self-captation practices.
Even if during the practice the experience was lived in first person and in a
“here and now” dimension, at the end it would be described as it was lived
in third person. It seems that through this therapeutic process a different
perspective about personal stressful events could be reached.
I think that this process can be compared to a similar effect observed by
many studies exploring the application of meditation in psychotherapy.
This effect, first described Teasdale (2002) and called decentering, describes
the process of being aware of one’s experience with some distance and
dis-identification.
Decentering is defined also as viewing internal experiences with increasing
objectivity (Feldman et al. 2010), responding to internal and external
experiences with less emotional reactivity (Shapiro 2006); negative
thoughts and feelings are seen as events passing in the mind rather than
reflections of reality (Lau 2006).
Many empirical studies about mindfulness applied in different clinical
problems, including anxiety, binge eating and binge drinking, depression
and self harm behavior, described decentering as the main determinant
effect. (Nolen-Hoeksema 1991). Some studies showed a decrease in
rumination among individuals receiving mindfulness training compared to
control subjects (Jain 2007). This effect has been found to be both a state
(Lau 2006) and a trait (Carmody 2009) effect.
Different kinds of mindfulness practices have been associated with
decentering (Feldman 2010), such as mindful breathing, progressive muscle
relaxation and loving kind meditation. The effect has been related to the
increased awareness of ruminative thought, consistent with the principle
of exposure training.
Another possible explanation has been related to decrease emotional
distress associated with negative repetitive thoughts (Feldman 2010).
In BTE dis-identification is not just a therapeutic tool, but it represents the
therapeutic process itself. The block in the flow of energy might lead to
identification with a mental construct or an emotional reaction, causing the
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perceived psychological sufferance. Identifying with anger or fear, or with
the mental construct of regret, we will allow that emotion, or thought, to
drive our own life, to see everything and everybody through those lenses.
As long as the subject is identified, however, he/she cannot see what is
really happening; he/she has to step back, to embrace another perspective.
Dis-identification means realizing that emotions and thoughts are not the
person but the experience. When the subject is able to set him/herself free
from this identification the block can be recognized and overcome.
The life event and the experience associated with the block are part of
the personal history. Very often the identification with the associated
emotional reaction would crystallize the subject in a specific role inside
that history. Aim of the psychotherapeutic process is to favor a disidentification process from these lived emotions allowing the person to
regain the control of his/her life. This process of dis-identification from
the emotional connotation can be considered also from the neuroscience
perspective that shows how mindfulness practices affect brain structures
involved in emotional reaction, mainly the limbic system (Gruzelier 2009,
Holzel 2010), as discussed in the previous section.
Di-identification from the emotional reaction is considered important also
in other psychotherapy model, such as Gestalt and Bioenergetics. What
is peculiar in BTE is the way this process develops in a non-ordinary state
of consciousness that is without involving the cognitive level. Moreover,
reaching insights and living spiritual experiences, for example when the
patients refer a feeling of unity with a transcendental dimension, would
help the subject to recognize that the personal level is not the only one in
which we can express and develop.
This reference to a transpersonal dimension is what distinguishes BTE from
other approaches that deal with dis-identification.
What is important for BTE is that identification is not just a symptom,
it’s the pathology itself, and this trait distinguishes BTE from other
approaches. Therefore, guiding the client towards dis-identification isn’t
the symptomatic effect, but the healing process itself.
Letting go of one’s personal biographical history can be achieved through
what we described as primary cycle and secondary cycle (Lattuada 2012).
The primary cycle consists of a three phases: observation, acceptance
and awareness. The first step is observation: the dis-identification allows
reaching a new perspective to look at an event or at an emotion from
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the outside. Acceptance of what happened is possible when the emotion
associated with that lived experience can be overcome. Usually, when we
are identified with an emotion, we are driven by it, so that, for example, we
might react to an offence with another offence or a sense of guilt. When
the emotion can be overcome and the event is observed from the outside,
a different perspective can be reached, so that we can be aware that we
are not just the victim with the only possibility to react or to suffer; we can
be aware of whom we are regardless of what other people might do to us.
The secondary cycle consists of four phases: contact, mobilization,
direction and transformation. Once that a block, expressing at any of the
5 levels, has been recognized, the subject stays in contact with it. This
means that no explanation, interpretation or judgment is suggested nor
requested. The psychotherapist helps the patient to mobilize the block
using different practices, to favor the eliciting of restrained emotions,
disclosing of hidden thoughts or expression of unsaid words. In this way
a direction can also be found through which transformation can develop
spontaneously. Sometimes working also at a physical level may help the
therapeutic process to proceed in this direction. This process is evident in
those patients in whom there was a shift from regret to forgiveness or from
recrimination to.
Conclusion
Summarizing, from the data collected in this study it has been possible to
define the conceptual boundaries of BTE, based on a clinical evidences.
As mentioned in the introduction, in order to fully comprehend the BTE
concept of cure, we must start from a vision that identifies symptoms
as an expression of a block in the flow of energy. From this perspective,
symptoms are not to be fought; instead they must be considered as
“allies” because they indicate the road to follow to restore the energy flow.
Therefore, aim of the therapeutic process is not to fight a disease and to
make symptoms disappear, rather to dissolve a block in order to reach
again a situation in which the energy is free to flow and the subject can
find him/herself again in a state of “isomorphism of wellbeing”. Hence,
the first step is to identify the block. As blocks may express on one o
more levels (physical, emotional, energetic and mental), it’s necessary to
improve client’s awareness, restoring the integration between these levels.
From the descriptions provided by the clients, what BTE calls a block in
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the flow of energy, was perceived either on a physical level as tension or
pain, or as uncomfortable affective reactions, such as anger or fear. The
various BTE practices helped the clients to integrate the different levels
improving awareness, so that it was possible to recognize the block in
whatever personal stressful live events he/she was dealing with. At the end
these events could be faced with a different attitude or from a different
perspective.
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ABSTRACT

This research was conducted with a narrative method on a sample of four patients undergoing BTE psychotherapy. It stems from the author’s love of “people’s stories”, in other
words, clinical cases, which, according to the author, represent better testimonies than
purely theoretical speculation and investigation.
The survey is developed as a research starting from one question: what is the experience
of patients undergoing a BTE transpersonal therapeutic process?
Through a semi-structured interview, the testimonies of the patients have been collected,
then analyzed and observed. The paper describes how starting from the perspective that
the transpersonal paradigm and the BTE method offer, it is possible to underscore that
the patient’s experiences talk about a transformative process that is both personal and
transpersonal.
In summary, it is possible to notice that the four individuals not only experienced transformations on a personal level – remission of the symptoms and disorders – but also report
a progressive openness of consciousness and an evolutionary journey that would seem to
go towards the discovery of the True nature of one’s Self.

KEYWORDS
Psychotherapy, Biotransenergetics, narrative method

Psychiatry, as well as some psychology, defines, groups and differentiates
psychological problems in relation to the symptoms, on the basis of criteria
shared through the use of manuals; the most widely-used manual is the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual DSM (DSM-5, 2013). This way, through
diagnosis, psychiatry gives a label and name to the “problem” or the syndrome,
which regroups different problems. The use of definitions to describe, in a
manner of speaking, psychological disorder, has became such a common
custom that often patients present and define themselves through their
disorder: I’m depressed, hypochondriac, phobic etc. Despite the accurate
research of the diagnostic category conducted by professionals, the disorder
is often difficult to identify and pigeonhole, so that the diagnosis is dubious
and some times it fluctuates between two or more “psycho-pathologies”.
Some terms, by now customary, are used by patients with no clear knowledge
of their meaning; often, especially when referring to serious and frightening
“diseases” such as delirium, schizophrenia or depression, they produce fear,
sense of danger and impotence.
This approach is very different than transpersonal psychology’s approach,
which doesn’t focus on the definition of the disorder – although obviously
transpersonal psychologists are perfectly capable of doing that, if nothing else
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to communicate with colleagues who follow different ideologies – but rather
on helping the person to understand and get closer to him/herself within
his/her totality, in a Holistic way. The purpose of transpersonal psychology
is to look at the problem as an articulated painting that makes sense and
contains the premises for the cure, made of interconnected elements and in
the light of a vision and certain methodological assumptions.
Personally when I treat a patient I focus on listening to a story rather that
trying to make a diagnosis; I listen to the story of the person in front of me,
as it emerges from his/her experience at that moment. It is, so to speak, a
phenomenological listening that focuses on the “state” of the person and
on the subjective experience presented. Empty and awake, I listen, feel and
observe how the state of the person reverberates through all the levels of
what Biotransenegetics (BTE) calls the organismic Self (P.L. Lattuada 2012):
from the physical level to the energetic, emotional, mental and spiritual
levels. I record how the person presents his/herself, welcoming everything
indistinctly and without judging, both the light and the shade that inevitably
emerge. Moreover, I create a shared space dedicated to listening and to
unconditional acceptance, a unifying field that contains me, the other
and the relationship between us, and that will become the container and
dimension of the cure during therapy (P.L. Lattuada 2012). As a therapist,
during and after this delicate phase, I make sure the patient perceives this
field of attention to the cure that is the first and perhaps the main ingredient
allowing transformations during psychotherapy.
Context: Preparation Of The Research
During my experience as a psychotherapist I have increasingly become
passionate about the life and psychotherapy stories of my patients, observing
their evolution, standstills, efforts and perennial horizons within therapy. The
stories, narrations and testimonies of the patients interest me as they allow
me to see their beauty, strengths and weaknesses – their Daimon, quoting
Hillman (2009). Often the story expresses a powerful subterranean force;
Hillman sometimes calls it destiny (2009) because it seems to push that
single existence towards its own evolutionary and existential task, rather
than using the term in a deterministic way.
I believe that stories posses an explicative and intrinsic potential; they
provide vivid and rich images that often explain better than theories how the
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narrator or the researcher entered the universe of that single individuality
and according to which categories the therapist tried to understand clinical
data and testimonies.
Freud was the first to understand the importance of the stories of the patients
using the description of clinical cases as the main germination soil for his
researches and elaborations. Since his early days as a psychologist, during
his studies on Hysteria (1886-1895) and throughout his life as a researcher of
psyche and human subconscious, Freud used the patient’s stories to create
and tune psychoanalytical research and development methods. Hillman
himself, tells us stories about famous and not so famous characters through
the lens of his “Soul’s Code” (2009).
Usually clinical stories report that illness often grows in darkness till it
suddenly explodes, many times inexplicably and sometimes in connection
to a cause that at first sight may seem fortuitous. When illness explodes it
makes it impossible to live life with the usual means. We are talking mostly
about people who for personal and many other reasons reach a critical
point announced by physical, soul related, psychophysical or existential
discomfort. People, who come to be cured or overcome crises, firstly ask
for help on a personal level. They want their lives to be satisfying and full
again or to start being so, but first they want to beat the problem and they
hope that by doing so their life will become as it was before again. However,
during transpersonal therapy they realize that the journey towards healing
can go beyond this and in a different direction that is not necessarily the
restoration of the situation before the crisis.
As I will try to describe throughout this paper, the evolutionary journey soon
becomes not just personal, but also transpersonal and it pushes patients to
look for their true nature, that is to say for the Self. This journey is almost
inevitable in transpersonal therapy and it occurs not only because of the
method, but also because of the more or less conscious choice of the patient
and because of the therapist who proposes this kind of treatment. Basically,
my experience shows that those who begin working on themselves for
personal reasons realize along the way, that the openness and disposability
that this kind of therapy requires, inevitably lead to leave behind attachments,
certainties, footholds and defenses in order to deliver the I of the person to
his/her evolutionary task, which is to go beyond him/herself, in the territories
of the Self.
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In this research, I intend to let the “therapy stories” talk, rather than just telling
stories. This is why I used the narrative method, which seemed to match my
purpose in the substance as well as in the semantic form of the “name”.
Thanks to this method, the person can reach a clearer view (construction
of the Self and/or sense of identity) of the elements and contents that he/
she expresses during therapy, for example answering questions about his/
her experience; through the co-construction of data, which occurs with the
narrator’s help who supports the narration by allowing it to flow, the process
of knowledge becomes deeper and progressively ordered and it defines,
through shared knowledge, a unitary narrative set which can be brought
back to the overall experience of the person.
Method
The choice of the patients asked to participate to the study was based
on purely personal and subjective reasons, relying on the level of trust
established with some of the individuals who were sent to me or who arrived
spontaneously as patients.
The patients are: a 34 years old man, who I treated for about three years; a
32 years old young woman, who I treated for about two years; a 28 years old
woman who I treated for a year; a 29 years old woman who I treated for six
months. They all agreed to participate in the study. Modalities and finalities
had been described to them previously.
I will use fictitious names when reporting their stories, and data that could
reveal distinctive characteristics and identify participants have been omitted
or modified. During January and February 2014 I conducted the interviews
and wrote down the text that has then been analyzed according to the
thematic analysis described by Braun and Clarke, V. (2006).
The interview followed the semi-structured scheme of questions reported in
the next page (Tab. 1).
These questions emerged from my personal experience during my training
in transpersonal psychotherapy, according to the BTE approach.
I also followed the BTE grid (P.L. Lattuada, 2012) (corresponding to a
traditional medical history record card), which on the Level of the I tends
to underline the experience of the patients when they arrive, the chronic
transes or psycho-physical blockages they present, which are usually a
sign of a more or less profound subjective discomfort; summarizing, they
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are the reason and existential condition that lead the patient to ask for
psychotherapeutic help. BTE then considers the level of the Evolution of
the Self, namely the level of evolution of a person in a specific moment: the
level of self-awareness, of his/her existential task, of talents that the person
possesses, the vision of the world, etc. I believe it’s possible to underscore
eventual observable transformations or changes by answering questions
related to the I and the Self, in reference to the subjective experience of
“before” and “after” the encounter with the Transpersonal.

Tab. 1
Reconstruction Of The Text: Analysis Of The Experiences
1. Expressions of the discomfort that the person feels and reports at the
beginning of therapy

The interview and the first meeting in clinical practice start with the
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description of the discomfort that led the person to the therapist and of
the psychophysical states produced by the discomfort.
Tatiana, who spontaneously participated in the research, was going through
a very critical moment of her life feeling doubtful and anxious about the
future. She was almost 30 years old and her family didn’t appreciate her
job, she had not finished university and she believed she was a failure in
many aspects. She had just ended an important sentimental relationship
and she was experiencing unsatisfying sentimental relationships; however
she was not prepared to be alone nor to leave her family.
T. describes an emotional state characterized by:
[…] fear of being abandoned, she didn’t appreciate anything anymore.
On a mental level she reports: I was full of doubts, questions, I was unable
to make decisions […], it seemed like my mind was fluctuating in another
dimension; I was unaware of what I was doing.
Furthermore:
I was agitated, I couldn’t even see myself, I was claustrophobic.
Some emotional and physical symptoms appeared very early in therapy:
panic, described as anxiety and difficulty to breathe.
Petra began therapy because she felt strongly depressed; she had just
come back to Italy from Spain, her country of origin, after many apparent
working and studying successes. She had a stable job in Italy, however
she expressed very little self-esteem. She felt bad, especially because of
a disastrous affective relationship with a boy who during the five years
they lived together humiliated her, deceived her and finally robbed her of
family property. Moreover, this created in Petra a sense of guilt towards her
parents who she idealized.
P. says:
I cried a lot, but sadly I didn’t realize what was happening. When I started
feeling anxious it was horrible, I couldn’t be anywhere.
P. she was trying to understand if her state was related to the experience
with her last boyfriend who had robbed her, however:
I wouldn’t admit to myself it was that, but I didn’t know how to overcome
that situation.
Margherita arrived because of an important psychophysical problem;
actually she expressed various psychosomatic disorders as well as a general
existential discomfort state. She had made the brave decision to leave a
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secure job, in which she could have made a career, in order to follow her
artistic vocation; however, she didn’t know who she was anymore or what
she really wanted.
M. physically I always suffered the same problem: vaginism. However, the
problem was surviving […], sadness, lack of direction […]. The Multinational
steamroller at its fullest power and maximum virulence made my hair fall, I
couldn’t digest.
M. says she feels:
different kind of energies in my body, inside me.
She also says that the issue is:
being in contact with some states I had completely neglected.
Davide arrived after suffering panic attacks and insomnia. The panic attacks,
kept under control with drugs for some months, didn’t seem to attenuate.
D., who is a very rational and controlled person, felt very disorientated
and he was convinced that the problem was caused by two troublesome
neighbors who repeatedly shouted, fought, hit each other and broke
furniture during the night.
D. says:
my body reacted to the crazy downstairs neighbors’ fights as well as to the
absence of fights; I felt agitation, strong tachycardia, I lost my appetite, I was
in a continuous state of alert on the physical level; on a more profound level,
the situation made me indignant and I felt impotent.
T. feels lost, the connection with herself seems lost, various expressions are
listed but not connected between them. P. talks about tears that appear
when you least expect them to, about nausea and anxiety, about other
physical symptoms, but reports not feeling the correspondent emotion. It
seems that the physical expression, that is to say crying, is disconnected
from the correspondent emotion. Unlike P. and T., who struggle to feel
and connect various psychophysical states, M. perceives everything
as interconnected inside. M. relates the state of emotional and mental
discomfort to the physical symptom. P., although she presented very strong
physical reactions, wasn’t able explain them, and limited herself to label
them:
a total depression, I was super-sad, I cried.
Even D. can’t recognize nor explain the strong reactions caused by the
neighbors:
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a mechanism had been triggered, of which I couldn’t comprehend the
boundaries?
I realized that a big part of the problem was connected to that situation (the
neighbors AN), but I also realized that there was more to it.
Those physical expressions are always significantly related to the overall
“state” of the person, even though at the beginning the connection might
not be evident.
The expressions, that from a psychological point of view appear as defenses,
such as attachments, identifications, sickening ideas and thoughts, manifest
on the physical and energetic level through an entire constellation of somatic
discomforts; whereas on the emotional level, we find the expressions of
suffering such as anxiety and depression, and they usually push and motivate
the request for help.
The body speaks loud, and all its “mediums” – physical, energetic, emotional
and mental – give signals that, if heard and correctly connected between
them, give the chance to understand what’s happening to the individual in
his/her totality.
Another aspect to consider is the diagnosis that the patients provided.
D. was sent to me from the CPS (Psycho-social center) and his diagnosis was
of anxiety disorder and panic attacks. M. only mentioned vaginism once and
not coincidentally she talked in third person:
a psycho-physical problem, it’s called vaginism;
after that she did not mention it anymore, on the contrary, she explained
that the sexual problem wasn’t at the center of attention at all, even though
she had strongly tried to resolve it during years. T., who started therapy
with me spontaneously, didn’t go through Public Service at all, and, never
mentioned any diagnosis. The patients who had been treated before by the
territorial psychiatric service or who experienced other kind of therapies (M.
for example) initially report the diagnosis received. During the interview and
therapy with me, the diagnosis is no longer mentioned, which is a sign that
the attention is focused on the subjective experience, which is much more
functional to the cure than the diagnosis.
2.

The Transformation Process

This process can be described through psychological categories that look
at the process from different visual angles. The process that gradually leads
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to the dis-identification of the contents of consciousness, which sicken and
disturb, is what emerges from the reported experiences.
M. says:
I feel smoother, more sensitive and emotional, therefore, I stopped having
those unbalanced relationships in which I was the man.
The identification with the “male” inside her brought exclusion, and her
smooth, feminine and emotional side was denied in favor of the other side,
resulting in a false and restricted knowledge of herself. Now that M. started
to see the other side, consequently her relationships are less unbalanced.
D. says:
my behavior is full of dimensions; before there was only one: I work, because
I have to live… Now I can be different than what others think about me. I
don’t feel that this recognition is indispensable.
The vision of the I restricts the field, it’s blinding; the dimension of the Self,
beyond identifications, opens horizons (D. says new dimensions). When the
borders of the Self widen, the result is more freedom of action. When the
recognition is no longer indispensable, the identification with the need to
please others is no longer coercive.
P. says: when someone doesn’t like me, now, I react in calmer way; I don’t
need to be perfect for everyone.
The dis-identification from the need to be perfect leads to a higher
wellbeing of the relationship with oneself.
D.: being able to call things by their name and see them as mine has reassured
me a lot.
Recognizing and accepting things as one’s own is reassuring; what used to
be excluded, rejected or simply unseen by the person, is now reintegrated.
M.: in a situation of stress, I am still myself, with my difficulties and everything
else, but I know myself better now.
P.: now I accept myself as I am; if I see cellulitis on my body I say to myself:
you must work harder… I no longer say: I’m the ugliest girl in the world.
T: when situations take over, I manage to handle them, perhaps with difficulty,
but I manage.
These testimonies have in common the fact that once you’re no longer
identified with your own difficulties it becomes possible to act and feel
better. The problems or difficulties are not removed, but the person no
longer feels overwhelmed and crushed. Patients stopped identifying with
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just one “part” of themselves. We could also talk about “roles” or scripts
that, if unconsciously lived by the person, end up limiting and forcing the
individual to think and act in ways that result as highly dysfunctional and
unfortunately very painful.
The dis-identification process also leads to a change of perspective.
D.: this emotional dimension is no longer a limit or a hindrance to my practical
life […]. Adopting this perspective made me happier.
T.: this acquisition of security was very good for me from a self-esteem point
of view; now I am able to see myself differently; before I was full of doubts,
now I still have doubts but I also have certainties and thanks to them I keep
moving forwards.
M.: the relationship with people has also change a lot thanks to therapy; in the
sense that now I accept limits smoothly.
P.: I manage to identify when I’m about to enter a circle of madness (the
feeling of being hated n.d.a.). I manage to get out, saving this relationship
(with the boyfriend AN), and I believe I’m feeling loved like never before.
3. Unconditional Acceptance
Another process described during the interview is the progressive uncoditional
acceptance of all the parts and aspects of the person, even when the mind
sees them as irreconcilable.
P. says:
when another people didn’t consider me I used to feel really bad, I felt
emptiness, humiliation […], I felt threatened. No I understood that there’s no
need to be super-girl, and that sometimes I can’t be the best, and if I’m not
it’s ok.
The need to be recognized and loved, must be integrated by the person, and
welcomed as something that belongs to the person.
M. says that previous therapies she attended teach that: the problem must
be resolved, the behavior is wrong, neurotic, incorrect, and therefore, this
dynamic must be stopped. Actually, all the experiences I lived are ok, because
they represent the path I had to walk through. She also says she understood it
was necessary to: accept that things resolve when it’s possible, and that if I’m
losing time it’s ok. And she adds: there is a situation that has to be resolved,
but probably it will resolve itself. Not everything must be resolved now.
The acceptance of one’s self with one’s own limits leads to the end of
the struggle. Any problem or symptom must be completely accepted,
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rather that eliminated as other kinds of psychologies affirm; this way the
problem or symptom becomes the “key” or tool for the cure. Moreover,
acceptance projects us beyond the problem and the search for a solution.
Being in contact with the problem allows us to take a conscience leap and
so discover that the problem, in a way, doesn’t exist. M. is understanding
and feeling that things are resolved by accepting.
I quote M. again:
the idea of everything’s ok, everything’s right, said this way is nothing more
than words; on the contrary I felt it, it helped me to not judge (the father AN),
to stop saying I’m like this because of my parent’s mistakes. In her words we
can see that acceptance helped her to stop judging her father as well as
her story. Acceptance allows exiting the vicious circle of determinism.
D.: I struggled with the fact that there (in some cases AN), there was nothing
to be done, reality rules. This results in great lightness in confronting
situations, because I feel like I’m accepting some aspects of me, rationally
less desirable.
It’s also worth noticing that when D. talks about: rationally less desirable
aspects of me, she describes a judging mind and she finds those aspects
non-positive. I think we could say that acceptance requires going beyond
the judgment of the mind.
4.

Change Of State

During the interview patients mentioned what happens when the
transformation of the consciousness occurs and a change of state takes
place.
T.: I felt a very profound sense of solitude, which almost left me breathless
[…]. It felt like my mind had completely taken over my body and then when
I noticed I did the opposite, watched my body, and through breathing I
appeased.
P.: it felt like all the doors to the love he (boyfriend AN) was giving me
since the night before opened, he came in; so I dropped the weight, seeing
everything he was offering to me. It’s not just about telling me the way it is,
but about making that click occur, that makes you feel good.
T.: there was a turning point, when I said: living is ok, but it’s necessary to
notice you’re living. It was like being aware. Now it feels like I’m experiencing
everything with extreme intensity and passion.
As described by P., switching from one state of consciousness to another
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occurs through a click that changes everything. The cure comes from within
when the person decides to invert the flow, with or without the therapist’s
help (as for T.). In order to reach what BTE calls mastery of Transe, it’s necessary
to disempower the mind and to remain in contact with the feelings of the
body and with breathing (P.L. Lattuada, 2012).
5.

Archetypical or Transpersonal Qualities

Archetypical or transpersonal Qualities describe certain personal attitudes
that harmonically resound in relation to different qualities of the Living (P.L.
Lattuada, 2012), but also the possibility to bring out what is still unknown to
ourselves. In both cases we are talking about what is discovered during the
journey that leads to ourselves.
During the interview we explored how the journey that leads to ourselves
passes through the discovery, rediscovery and emergence of Qualities and
talents that perhaps were suffocated, undeveloped or crushed by the weight
of conditionings or blockages connected to personal history.
M. talking about her personal talent, says: I believed and still believe I have
a talent, the only thing that hasn’t changed, but I’ve always been so scared of
being disproved that I set this talent aside. M. adds: I try to take care of it and
give it water […], I try to feed this thing […], having a talent is not enough for
it to express, it needs watering, feeding, to be loved.
According to BTE the Qualities of the Self are always present; the inner voice
that speaks of their existence cannot be turned off completely, even if we
put talent away. Love cures, feeds and makes talent grow. On the contrary,
judgment, criticism, fear and conditionings bury it. The Quality of the Self,
in M.’s case creativity, isn’t just something that you “think” you have; once
recognized and perceived as one’s own creature, talent demands love in
order to completely express and explicate in life.
P. says:
I must work on my talents; be able to love. I think I love a lot, I think; to
understand I can be loved, feel loved: I’m working on it, I don’t know…
P. still can’t recognize her talents and she’s still doubting her ability to love
and feel loved. In fact, her answer finishes saying: I don’t know.
M., regarding qualities, talks about the archetype of Motherly love and says
she found and recognized it in one of her teachers during high school:
perhaps she taught me that it’s possible to be appreciated for one’s essence,
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in everything. There was total love between us, when I drew, and even when I
wasn’t drawing well she believed in me.
M. talks about “total love” regarding this teacher. Recognizing it in another
person, being able to appreciate it because addressed to her, allowed her to
start developing the same quality, at least on the receptive side.
About talents D. says:
you don’t fully understand what’s going on (referring to n.d.a. therapy), but
you feel the need to let go and trust.
T. doesn’t explicitly talk about talents or Qualities:
realizing that I have many abilities, personally, helped me a lot and allows me
to deal with other problems (…), I faced the worst and now I can face the rest.
And also: I helped my self-esteem, I gained security and I benefitted by it all
my life.
As for D., who discovered the qualities of trust during therapy, for T. these
qualities emerged during therapeutic work; they were seen and recognized
as hers when the process made doubts, the incapacity to decide and the
complete uncertainness of the beginning, regress.
The emergence of Qualities, which according to BTE are personal as much
as transpersonal because they draw from a universal archetypical horizon,
leads to a better quality of life.
In P.’s case, the topic of the Qualities of the Self has a contrary connotation,
in fact she says:
if I look at the future I’m not ready to dream yet; when I start dreaming I feel
anxious, I can’t.
P. looks at the future with concern and the ability to remain in the “here and
now” is still precarious. We can suppose that anxiety comes from the fact
that P. doesn’t allow herself to dream yet, instead she looks at the future
through the modalities of the I.
It seems that the Qualities of the Self can emerge more easily when the
attachments and defenses of the I regress. The qualities of trust in this
case, but also of courage to abandon old schemes, can be perceived and
acknowledged when the I surrenders.
6. In some parts of the interviews, the patient’s words speak clearly and in
a very personal way about how they experienced the change, the progress
of the evolutionary journey till this day. I believe I can unify the different
testimonies through this expression: follow the Self. The journeys can be
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very different, but what I believe emerges is that the aim is the same;
everyone arrives where they need to, in their own way.
M.: until I’ll find a different balance, which I hope will be more precarious; I
hope I’ll stop thinking in street terms, poles, steps… M. continues: to follow
my path, which is different from being successful […], my life is better, I feel
better about my life, in my shoes; in the sense that I accepted the choices
I made, I see the life I’m living now as my own, as my path and… it’s right.
Learning to rely on the Self means to stop looking for certainties
(outlined paths or roads) and to begin the journey that leads to oneself.
The evolutionary task goes beyond being successful and personal
accomplishment.
D.: once identified the feeling (towards the mother AN) and after sharing it
with G. (his companion AN), the feeling dissolved and gave room to other
feelings that life carried along. Well, this is a huge achievement.
The transformative work of the Self allows D. to dissolve the negative
feeling towards his mother, to detach from it and stop suffering about it.
As a consequence, now there’s room for other feelings and D. feels that this
is a great achievement.
D.: saying that I’m curious is a simplification; it’s true, but perhaps we could
also say the opposite. Being able to recognize this gives me a great sense of
freedom.
Discovering something about yourself and being able to recognize it
results positively in a great sense of freedom.
P. says:
without wanting to change it, my attitude towards my parents is not the
same anymore.
Something changed without wanting it to, without the help of will, of the I.
This means that the patient trusted the evolutionary process.
T.: knowing that I faced a process of this kind and that I have been able to
recognize my many abilities, personally helped me a lot and allows me to
face other problems.
T.: I shed many tears, many of them were purifying, and I say to myself:
everything has been useful; otherwise I wouldn’t be like I am now.
The process is pro-active; it demands being protagonist; the therapist
helps but the cure occurs during the inner journey, which only the patient
can choose to make. The person realizes that the path couldn’t have been
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another one and that, through many tears, falls and ascents, the path is
leading the person to his/her real Self.
T. says that the meaning of life: […] is given by us, I believe, in everything we
do, in the way we face things, relationships, work, the relationship with our
parents. I believe that the meaning of life is a mental attitude.
T. mentions a change of mental attitude; according to BTE we may say
that her way of relating with things has changed. The journey towards the
Self does not ask for things to change; on the outside, things remain the
same: work, relationships, parents etc. What changed is the inner attitude;
BTE would say that the Transe used to see and participate in things has
changed.
D.: I gave cognitive value to a level of rationality that cannot describe
everything.
Then he talks about other levels that:
have nothing to do with a purely rational level; that’s why I find it difficult
to describe them. A wider sense […], a side, I don’t really know how to define
it, mysterious, spiritual.
D., who at the beginning faced reality with a mental attitude, affirms he
made contact with a different level; we believe it’s the level of transpersonal
awareness, which unlike the rational one (of the mind), carries a wider
sense, difficult to explain in words.
Conclusions
Symptom Or Disease
Testimonies show that the body speaks loud. According to BTE (P.L. Lattuada
2012) the organism is the expression of an interconnected whole (at least)
on five levels: physical, energetic, emotional, mental and superior mental or
spiritual. Through what is expressed on one or more levels we can understand
what’s happening to the individual in his/her totality. Expressions on the
different levels of the body-mind are “doors” that psychotherapy can help to
open in order to favor the psychobiologic and spiritual healing of the person.
Different “bodies” get sick and are affected by blockages that interrupt the
vital flow; it is possible to re-establish the Flow of the living and to find
harmony and wellbeing again through a process based on the expressions
that the patients bring with them (P.L. Lattuada, 2012).
I believe I can say that during the interviews patients didn’t feel the need
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of diagnostic labels in order to describe their experience, or, better said,
just in a few cases it occurred at the beginning but then they started to
report their own personal experience and, in a manner of speaking, forgot
about labels.
There where other professionals might have diagnosed anxiety, mood
and personality disorders, as well as tendency to move the disorder on a
somatic level etc., BTE choses not to define psychopathological syndromes
or disorders, believing that labels don’t help and, on the contrary, they can
compromise the healing process of the patient.
As mentioned before, the BTE transpersonal therapist knows psychiatric
nosography and uses it, if necessary, to talk and communicate with
colleagues who use diagnostic categories; however, BTE believes that the
use of diagnostic labels in the therapeutic relationship not only doesn’t
help, but also doesn’t provide healing tools. Sometimes it even represents a
“condemnation”, risking to define the person in a categorical and definitive
way. It defines the person from the outside, in third person, while what
really counts is how the patient feels and experiences possible disorders,
in first person.
BTE avoids these definitions and believes that if a crisis or a discomfort
occur and a person gets physically or spiritually sick, this has to do with the
person’s life and with the evolutionary process that is waiting for him/her.
Therefore, disease can become a tool of growth and evolution.
Therapeutic Process
As I tried to illustrate earlier, the therapeutic process occurs through steps
that I will analyze in accordance to the BTE model.
The first step is dis-identification. First of all we must be aware that our idea
of I comes from a false notion of the Being, of our being. (L. Beccaluva, 2011).
Starting from the acquisitions of the Psychology of the I (H. Hartmann, 1978),
contents and unconscious conflicts of the Freudian vision lose interest and
the analysis of defenses becomes a central topic. Because constitutive of
identity, identifications or defenses are often very resistant to change and
tend to remain unseen and unrecognized; this also happens when they betray
the needs of the body and they make it sick. Moreover, they become coercive:
they force the person to be that way, at any cost and in any circumstance.
Summarizing, defenses take our freedom of choice away. At this point, the
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individual may understand that in order to move forwards some kind of work
is needed; the therapeutic work. According to BTE therapeutic work consists
in going beyond identifications, in other words egoic defenses, in order to
access the Self. In fact, defenses shouldn’t be demolished or fought because
in some extent we need them as they represent the solution to the trauma
or the lack. According to BTE (P.L. Lattuada 2012), the conservative structures
of the I are to be seen as a possible teacher and ally; they show the way, the
quality to recall in order to access the Self, beyond the defenses of the I.
The second step, the gradually wider acceptance of parts and aspects of
oneself previously excluded, is connected to dis-identification.
Patients witness in different ways a progressive enlargement of the areas
of awareness, which allows them to see and experience themselves from a
completely new perspective. This new vision of oneself results inevitably in a
subjectively perceived wellbeing and more freedom of action and expression.
The therapeutic process isn’t described on a rational level or as a result of a
cognitive restructuration, but rather as a change of state.
BTE describes this process as a change of Transe (P.L. Lattuada, 2012), that
is to say a change of the way of being in the dynamic and interconnected
relationship with any event. A transformation of consciousness involving
the whole organismic Self takes place on all the levels of being and in
consequence, an overall and global re-harmonization occurs. Patients report
that this change results in the restoration of harmonic conditions, wellbeing
and fluidity. At the same time, patients notice a regression of the previous
condition of conflict and disharmony.
In BTE, transformations of consciousness operate in line with the rising of
the level of energy, the lowering of the level of tension and conflict, the
dissolving of “psychophysical blockages” and therefore, the restoration of
the conditions of wellbeing and fluidity. It is, in other words, the restoration
in the individual of the Law of the living that belongs to the Original Dynamic,
made of the rhythmical alternation of opposite and complementary polarities
(P.L. Lattuada, 2008).
Therapy As Evolution Of The Self
I believe that the previous testimonies underline a progression of the journey
of awakening and awareness that inevitably results in the repossession of
the Qualities of the Self. Once the field has been cleared from the heaviest
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burdens of one’s personal history and having obtained a wider glance of
oneself, what once was buried under psychophysical blockages or Chronic
Transes can now emerge: Transpersonal and Archetypical Qualities.
During the transformative process, when the person makes contact with
an unknown dimension or quality, in a manner of speaking, not available
or experienced yet, the doors of unknown worlds open, as for example the
world of Trust rather than suspect, the world of Freedom, of spontaneity, of
compassion etc. According to BTE, these emergent qualities may seem very
personal, but they draw from the interconnected flow of the Forces that
animate the Universe, the Archetypical Forces of the Transpersonal Self.
According to the BTE Method, the evolutionary journey can be nothing but
a total Journey; operating transformations on an intra-psychic level, on the
level of the contents of consciousness, the journey leads to modifications
also on the outside, in behavior and relationships, as well as in the vision
of things and the position that the person can assume in the world.
The subject, increasingly free from identifications that imprison his/her
authentic qualities, transforms in a radical and profound way. According
to the patient’s descriptions, although individually different, the journey
towards the Self is one of inner and outer transformation at the same time.
The journey towards the Self also seems to be one of discovery; in fact,
access to the level of the Self often occurs through intuitions or insights,
immediate comprehensions, which allow the person to access the once
unknown or ignored dimensions of the Self. Quoting Lattuada, they allow
accessing the forgotten side of things and of oneself (P.L. Lattuada, 2010).
This can be captured only through a leap of consciousness that allows
passing from the first Attention, typical of the ordinary mind, to the second
Attention, typical of the Unitive Mind. Through the second Attention it
becomes possible to grasp the forgotten side of things, obscured by my
identification with them or with my I, identified with the mind and its
modality that separates and judges.
In conclusion, we can observe that the transformative journey of the
consciousness allowed by transpersonal therapy goes beyond the
therapeutic journey of “personal” transformation that every patient hopes
for at the beginning of the process, inevitably and progressively pushing
the patient in the territories of the transpersonal Self, which by definition
are infinite.
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Introduction
In common language stress symbolizes the set of external forces, potentially
harmful, producing a series of psychophysiological stimulus and the
consequent body reactions.
Stress, by scientific point of view, is the human body’s response to one or
more events (stressors) which alter the homeostatic balance.
Stress is therefore the expression of an effort made by the body in relation
to its homeostasis state and it is always a complex psychophysiological
response that relates to the body-mind.
According to Biotransenergetics (BTE) (Lattuada, 2012), that follow holisticsystemic frame, stress should be considered as a synergic process of
the organism involving both inner and outer worlds and their respective
subsystems. The models and tools of the BTE can facilitate the natural
tendency of these systems to interact in a more synergic manner.
From this point of view stress can be seen more as a process of evolution
instead of a mere adaptive mechanism due to organic and psychologic
disbalance.
According to the theoretical model of Biotransenergetics there are 5 bodymind levels: physical, energetic, emotional, mental and transpersonal. These
levels are in the ologarchic relationship with each other. (Lattuada, 1982).
This is in agreement with psychoneuroimmunology studies: physiological
and cognitive reactions seem to modify each other from moment to moment
(Chedda 2008, Goleman 2007, Rossi 1984).
For example, the cytokines released by immune cells in response to an
external or internal stimulus travel to the brain and affect both biological
activity (thermoregulation, hunger, satiety, etc.) and psychological one
(anxiety, depression etc.)
Every single event causes a body’s response at least on physiological,
emotional and cognitive levels.
According to BTE theoretical frame the effect of a stressful event acts on 5
levels and its manifestation is called Malaise Isomorphism.
On the physical level, for example, it could be experienced as pain and
blockages; on an energetic level as closure, constipation, low energy;
on an emotional level anger, resentment, fear… On the mental level it
could be experienced as bad memories, fixed and obsessive thoughts.
On the contrary BTE considers eustress concept transcended and included
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in that of Well-being Isomorphism which is characterized by the access to a
higher mental level which is called transpersonal level.
On the physical level the Well-being Isomorphism could be experienced as
fluency, presence, wellness.
On an energetic level as lightness, ease, fluidity. On an emotional level –
strength, determination, assertiveness, presence, joy, love…
Mentally it could be experienced as good memories, fluid thoughts, lucidity…
On the transpersonal level it could be visions, insights, accomplishments,
acceptance…
BTE, as transpersonal discipline, offers a range of techniques that helps to
move from Malaise Isomorphism level to that of Well-being Isomorphism.
Research Hypothesis
This study aims to measure physiological parameters of stress after the practice
of BTE, which induces a state of Well-being Isomorphism – the state of fluidity in
all the levels of body-mind.
During the study, inter alia, the blood pressure, heart rate and blood levels of
ACTH will be measured all of which undergo a change in stress situations.
Thermography also will be used to measure the state of peripheral vasodilation
which usually decreases under stress conditions.
The subjective state of well-being will be measured with a 5-point Likert scale.
We aim to induce those states defined in BTE as Well-being Isomorphism through
two different practices: “The Body-Mind opening” and the “Massage of OxalàXangò”.
The Body-Mind opening is a practice characterized by a sequence of structured
movements that allow the work on all bands of body tension.
The first movement of this practice is called “Say Yes, Say No”, and operates to
mobilize the cervical area.
The second sequence of movement is named “Open the windows of
Heaven” and is focused on the humerus-scapular tension and blockages.
The third sequence called “The flying Angel stretches its wings” allows to contact
and mobilize the heart and the area of the chest.
The fourth part of the sequence “From manure born flowers” dissolves blockages
from the coccyx and the sacral foramina.
The sequence keeps on with a body-mind and transpersonal integration session
in a form of free movement, accompanied by the shamanic drumming.
The sequence ends with a session of mindfulness.
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The “Oxalà-Xangò touching” is subtle way of massage working on the auric
energy field.
The massage takes about 20 minutes and is working on all areas of the body,
according to the map of the seven chakras. It is focused on harmonizing the body
on energetic level.
Both practices work according to theoretical BTE framework and are specifically
focused on the “Five levels of the body-mind” and the ‘’BTE Integration” models.
According to our hypothesis, BTE Well-being Isomorphism, favored by such
practices, is associated with objective changes in the physical homeostasis.
Such changes allow enhanced sense of well-being both physical and psychological.
As discussed above, we will consider the blood values of ACTH, the blood
pressure, heart rate, and the temperature measured by thermography devices as
physiological parameters of stress.
The subjective level of well-being will be measured by Likert scale.
Subjects
The research involved 7 subjects and 4 therapists leading the BTE sessions. These
11 subjects (F=4 and M=7) were aged between 32 and 40 years old. They were all
in good health condition and not undergoing any drug therapy.
Procedure
Upon arrival the axillary temperature of all participants was measured
in order to rule out any fever from altering the parameters under study.
Subsequently an anamnestic questionnaire was given to each participant in order
to check up on the psycho-physical state.
Two sessions were carried out in the experimental manner: the first was focused on
the “Opening Body-Mind”, the second one on the “Oxalà/Xangò auric massage”.
In the beginning and in the ending of each session a psychometric questionnaire
(Enclosure B) was given to every subject in order to measure their mental-physical
condition. The responses were assigned in a score according to 5 points Likert scale.
At the end of the two sessions an open questionnaire was given (Enclosure
B) to explore the subjective experiences of the participants during practices.
Before the BTE session both subjects and therapists underwent thermal imaging,
measurement of pressure (systolic and diastolic), heart rate, and blood sampling.
The data of the thermography were analyzed by SPSS and Pulsar software: the
thermography recording took place in a room with a temperature between 18°C
and 22°C and humidity up to 50%.
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We were looking at the hands and feet since these areas are the most sensitive
to the vasomotor phenomena which is related to the stress response. The region
around the eyes is usually considered as an indicator of the internal temperature
independently of the stress response.
In this experiment we examined those areas of the body that are showing more
evident changes.
Experimental Results
Now we illustrate the results of the various measures.
ACTH Levels
The following table shows the ACTH blood level values measured before and after
the BTE practices, at the end of the second session.

Fig. 1
As can be noted, there was an average reduction of the ACTH level. The reduction
was observed in both subjects and therapists.
Blood Pressure And Heart Rate
The graph in the next page (Fig. 2) shows changes in systolic-diastolic blood
pressure and heart rate. There is an evident decrease of all the parameters at the
end of the BTE sessions.
There is also a significant diastolic blood pressure decrease in between the
beginning and the end of the experimental session.
While the same tendency towards decreased parameters can be observed both
in subjects and therapists it is important to note that in therapists the heart rate
was already low before the practice and does not vary significantly at the end of
the session.
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Fig. 2
Peripheral And Eyes Temperature
The temperature around the eyes still remains almost unaltered.

Fig. 3
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Peripheral temperature (of hands and feet) shows a general increase (Fig. 4 and
5). However, the temperature increase in therapists was significantly bigger than
in the subjects - therapists had their temperature increase 1.50 degrees while the
temperature of the subjects increased only 0.50 degrees.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Visual analysis shows temperature increase in the area of the column, as shown in
the figure below (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6
Even at the level of the belly a noticeable increase in temperature was observed
as shown in the figure (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7
The graph in figure 8 illustrates the variation of the temperature in the different
parts of the body both in the subjects and in the therapists and it shows the
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average temperature differences before and after the Oxalà/Xangò massage.
You may notice a general temperature increase in subjects and therapists. The
temperature rise in the hands of the therapists is particularly evident.

Fig. 8
Psychological Survey Questionnaires
Analysis of administered tests indicates general subjective improvement.
Also results show noticeable improvement at the psychophysical level.
Table 9, in the next page, shows statements of the subjects before and after the session.
In the after sessions answers there is noticeable tendency towards the low scores
of the scale, those indicating the evaluation Excellent-Good.
Likert Scale Of Answers
The table shows the average values of the responses to the questionnaire
according to the scale of Likert (1=excellent, 2=good, 3=neither good nor bad,
4=poor, 5=very poor).
Figure 10 (next page) shows a general trend toward harmonic and transpersonal
contents after each of the two BTE sessions.
It is noteworthy that no one have demonstrated a trend toward less harmonious
or malaise states.
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Fig. 9 - Likert scale
Fig. 10 - Open-ended answers about personal experiences during BTE sessions
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Discussion and Conclusions
The results show a reduction in ACHT, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and
heart rate in all subjects. In parallel, the thermal imaging device indicates increase
in the body temperature at the level of the hands, feet, back and belly.
In the subjective rating scales all the subjects reported higher perceptions of
well-being on all five body-mind levels. All subjects also reported the quality
improvement in relationship with oneself and others.
According to the literature these variations can be seen as indicators of the
reduction in the stress levels.
After BTE sessions the parameters of the peripheral temperature show definite
increase of the temperature in previously colder body areas. This is also very
evident in the belly area, which is surprising when you consider that the belly
surface is very little vascularized. As the thermography detects only the surface
temperature, even small changes in this area are considered important.
The changes observed after the second BTE session are particularly fascinating.
The session was focused on a body-auric energy massage, within the frame of the
archetypal qualities of Fire and Compassionate Light.
The receivers were lying in the supine position in a relaxed state. Therapists held a
very low body activity and the temperature of the room was always kept at 20°C.
This was to ensure that the increased circulation was not due to a mere physical
or external climatic conditions.
There was a general temperature increase in all of the participants. This proves
that BTE auric massage allowed better blood circulation in the body.
Therapists have had the temperature of their hands increase three times more
than the receivers. (1.5 versus 0.5 degrees).
There was a significant reduction in diastolic blood pressure, a parameter commonly
regarded as an indicator of greater relaxation and low stress levels. This therefore
shows that a greater state of well-being was reached.
The systolic pressure, in stress related literature considered a less meaningful
indicator, also lowered.
It is noteworthy that the heart rate of the therapists was already low before the
practices and remained constant during the treatments. This can be interpreted
as an effect of regular practice of BTE body-mind techniques.
Cortisolemia
The reduction in the ACTH levels seem to confirm the positive change in stress
levels following the BTE sessions.
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The observed ACTH reduction is not to be related to the cortisol circadian
changes. In fact, considering such circadian variations, as illustrated in the curve
in the figure, the decrease was higher than the natural physiological decrease.

Fig 11 - Daily changes in the hormone plasma levels
This data seem to confirm an effect of the BTE practices on the central nervous
system that is promoting better homeostasis in the physical-energy system. This
is in agreement with the Well-being Isomorphism theory described by Lattuada.
Psychological Survey Questionnaires
As well as physiological data there is an evident subjective feeling of well-being.
All subjects also reported a better quality of relationship with themselves
and with others, referred to a better perception of both physical and mental
qualities and noticed an improvement of the relationship with their own
emotions and thoughts.
The results of the open-ended questions of the survey in a qualitative
perspective suggest that an access to the transpersonal state of consciousness
was reached.
The transpersonal qualities characterize the state of Well-being Isomorphism. It
can be seen as confirmation of the starting hypothesis. In conclusion, this study
showed how the two different practices of the BTE, which in their theoretical
definition allow to operate a transition to a Well-being Isomorphism, result in
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a reduction of objective parameters of stress and an increase in the subjective
perception of wellness.
This is the first study trying to empirically confirm, according to a scientific
approach, the theoretical assumption of this new discipline, the BTE, which
aims to be not only a psychotherapeutic tool but also as a self-healing tool for
a personal evolution, that is the transpersonal vision.
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ABSTRACT
What follows is a tale by a woman, a psychologist, a soul who had a journey
of transformation and grace through the flowing and hard path of suffering. In
the following pages there are some facts which took place in the last days on
Afghanistan soil, lessons learnt and the awareness of the value of teaching
given by Biotransenergetics- the way with a heart- which were precious allies to
remember there’s no real boundary between reality and the worlds, but only in the
way youtake your place in the world.
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During the mission in Afghanistan within the Task Force of the 28th Regiment
Pavia, I was engaged as a Media Analyst. My main task was monitoring and
learning about local media within Operative Communication goals. But the
facts I’m exposing here are the outcome of the threads of fate, which brought
me to play the role of a psychologist in an emergency context. Six months
could sound a short period, just the time for a breath within a whole existence.
Yet, it’s true that in some circumstances a breath seems to be as important
as an entire life: this is one of lessons I learnt in Afghanistan. In those very
moments you get how precious breathing is. The topic “tactical breathing”
is widely developed in emergency psychology: breathe in, hold your breath,
breath out, hold your breath again and repeat the whole process at least three
times. Or, simply, as P.L. Lattuada teaches: stay at the zero point, in contact
with your centre (Lattuada, 2012). In those months there were moments when
simply breathing was fundamental, moving my mind from what happened
to anchor myself to be here and now, feeling my body harmonizing with its
breath and rhythm, creating a precious space to maintain awareness and
support my mind to elaborate experiences, all this was vital.
“Crossing the Zero” (Lattuada, 2012) means realizing you’re already at the
source, you’ve always been there. There’s no place to go, no destination to
reach, no strategy to carry out. You just disappear from the problem and drink
at the source. The creative transcendence into the new is characterized by the
willingness to disappear to ourselves and therefore to overcome boundaries
we think we have. This same technique represents a moment of regeneration
both for rescuers and victims. It was a great ally in noise and in silence, while
the earth trembled or waiting for stillness, among smiles and tears, hope and
pain, deeply in everything but nevertheless over all this. It often helped me to
steer my ship and to find my balance where it seemed that only chaos reigned.
I was at the RPSE (Regional Psychological Support Element) in Camp Arena,
Herat, when we were told about the attack against the FOB (Forward Operating
Base) ICE Gulistan. I knew support from a psychologist would have been useful
in that moment and, in a flash, a voice inside my head reminded me: “This is
you! And they may be in need of you”, so I went straight to my Task Force
commander and told him I was available for support after the events which
had happened. We went to Role 1 (a hospital in the base for emergency,
stabilization and eventual evacuation to upper levels, as well as providing
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a basic health point, both for medical and psychological emergencies) to
communicate my availability. I will never forget the shiver running down my
spine in that moment, just as I unconsciously felt a journey was beginning
which would have changed my life forever.
The request was to leave the following day on a MEDEVAC mission (a
technical military term meaning a series of operations aimed at evacuating
the wounded from the operations area) during which the corpse of Sergeant
S. and three wounded were to be brought back to Camp Arena. The soldiers
wounded in the attack had physical injuries as well as psychological trauma
and were expected to travel for about three hours on a helicopter, which was
also carrying the corpse of their fallen fellow soldier. My particular role was
to take care of them, even just by giving them a space to feel free to let their
feelings go and this meant an important step forward in ensuring them a
small sense of well-being.
I realized before our leaving, during conversations I had with my supervisors
and fellows, that my voice exuded such self-confidence which I had only felt
in few moments of my life: I knew and I was certain that supporting those
guys along that hard journey was a precious resource. A psychologist often
has nothing special to do, he just needs to be there with his peculiar presence
making others know he’s always there to listen and be receptive. The treatment
begins with the way I am present in my scope.
Silence: in those moments I realized I really needed silence; I wanted everything
to stop for a while giving me time to sense and understand what was going on.
The helicopter was on the runway ready to take off, I had already seen these
sky warriors from a distance and being on my way to climb on board one of
them made me feel particularly strong. A great surprise, among all that pain
I was going to face, was seeing that one of the two specialists was a friend of
mine. Our recognising glance, his hand helping me to get on, his experience
guiding me to sit down and move inside that metal belly that was to become
one of those places where my memories wander, were details which helped
me feel a bit lighter during my daily routine in Milan.
Memory: it can be an ally if you let it flow and it doesn’t become a prison. Now
as I write about these events I realize that what Wilber (Wilber, 2010) says is real:
memories are not reality, but they’re part of our sea, with no boundaries and no
separation between before and after, without the traps of time. So I can go back
to that metal belly and let words flow, feeling memories meeting the present.
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I sat down where I was told to, next to the military chaplain and I looked into
everyone’s eyes and faces: the doctor, the nurse, the Mangusta pilots which
protected us along the whole journey, my friend and the paratroopers who
were with us and going to Bakwa. I remember them all, everyone with his
own thoughts, everybody’s eyes telling a story and a state of mind. There’s a
technique in Biotransenergetics called “Eyes wide open” (Lattuada, 2012): you
and another person look into each other’s eyes and let masks and deepest
facts come out, you observe them and let them flow, just staying in the
awareness of truth. Well, I still remember those eyes, in the silence: so much
energy, so many thoughts, so many images rolled past; they were quiet but
fundamental allies which enabled me to be aware in facing fear having the
required strength to deal with the stages which were to come. My senses were
more and more on the alert and I tried to grasp every detail and not make
mistakes. When the CH took off, I felt I was drawing apart from a reality which
had offered me a shelter until that moment and I was beginning to feel the
meaning of closing your eyes and jumping. The nearness of the chaplain was
a rich and strong energetic presence, with his tales about those guys we were
flying to and about Michele; those tales accompanied me along my way to the
moment in which, many hours later, I’d have been introduced to them, but I
still didn’t know that. I heard the name Michele for the very first time while I
was flying: in that moment Sergeant S. entered my life as a concrete person
and a part of his being is always with me even now, even in my devotion to
San Michele Arcangelo, my protector since that day. I vividly remember it was
cold and my stomach was trapped in the grip of air sickness mingled with fear,
that same fear which tried to gain ground and towards which I experienced
both accommodation and struggle, because shadows need to be honoured,
besides being overcome, for all they have to teach us: here are some more
words by Lattuada (Lattuada, 2012) which blew again and again as a vague
breath never letting me feel alone. We landed for the first time in Bakwa and
there I saw one of the most imaginative and important characters of this entire
experience: Capt. G. He got on the CH like a shadow. I could read in his eyes
such a deep and dignified pain as to dictate silence respect. This image brings
me back to the full void concept, the zero point that is absence and total
presence of the whole universe in silence.
We took off and during the second leg I often looked at that man who appeared
from the sand. As usual, instinct knows everything well before reason and I
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understood later why I immediately felt welcoming and a sense of strength
towards him: because he will be the stone on which the foundations of the
“Young Engineers”, Michele’s comrades, will be laid again. The barren and hard
Afghanistan land quickly scrolled through under us, until when we landed
for the second time in Delaram for refuelling. I got out of that metal belly
in which I had finally settled in and I opened my eyes to the ochre sand, my
nostrils smelling something one cannot call sand. I lit a cigarette and while I
was seeking a stand-by status among smoke swirls, the doctor came to me
pointing to a man with his back turned and said: “Doctor, here is the first…”. I
approached and I recognised that soldier to be a warrior, he was the quiet man
who had got on in Bakwa and he was revealing all the strength of humanity
which makes a man great, crying to the infinite: he was Capt. G. I took a step
towards him but, once again, the dignity of that pain pushed me to approach
quietly participating in that very pain just by letting the wind contain us.
Yet there are moments in which even silence means caring, presence alone is
enough, being there, letting the person understand they are not alone in pain
but that you respect the silence of that pain, a caring presence.
We got into the helicopter again, my deepest child was about to turn adult
and I still didn’t know it.
The last leg passed quickly until when we landed in Gulistan. Everything
happened precisely but excitedly: for safety reasons I didn’t get out of the
CH, just the chaplain and the doctors team helped the wounded to get on
and load the corpse of Sergeant S. The memory of that still moves me today. I
won’t tell what I saw, nor will I tell about my journey next to Michele, because
I think pain has its discretion which requires respect.
What I will tell you is just that those hours flying to Herat bonded us in silence
and the memory of those moments is part of me. But our flight back was
important even because of communication made of gestures and simple
words I exchanged with the wounded. A hand on an arm, a glance signifying
presence. In those moments I was totally projected on them and I tried to be a
protection between them and their fellow soldier’s corpse. A heavy role which
had consequences I had to face upon my return to Italy, but I felt it right and
deserved in that moment. I could speak a bit with the older guy in spite of the
noise and I remember a faint smile appearing on his face as something which
gave me a lot of courage.
It took about two hours and a half to get to Herat. The contingent delegation
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was lined up, there I hailed Michele’s corpse: it was a flash instant, deep as
the heart of the sea. I got on the ambulance with the three wounded and we
went to Role 1. There, together with the doctor and the soldiers, we decided
to have a lunch break in order to let them spend some time with their fellows,
take a shower, eat something and rest a bit. Resting is fundamental after a
stressful situation and I felt I, myself, had to hide for some time in my wellbeing bubble in order to be a help to them. I had to go back to my group,
among the encouraging eyes of my Task Force. On my way from Role 1 to the
office I felt different, both light and heavy with a burden I could not define.
In that very moment I realized the weight of the flak jacket and the shotgun. I
got to the bottom of the stairs leading to the office and there were guys who
had helped me to get prepared the previous night. Just the previous night?
I thought it wasn’t possible all of that had happened in such a few hours. As
soon as they saw me they shut up, they didn’t say anything, they just looked
at me and I recognised the same glance I had had for the captain, when there
are no words, just presence. Neither did I say anything, I just cracked a smile,
my way to say them thank you. As I got in the corridor I met Sergeant S. and in
that moment I felt tears coming up as a high and overwhelming wave. When
I say the group is the strongest resource we have in some moments, it’s not
just theory, it’s real life and I understand the importance and the ritual of the
warrior returning to his tribe in past times.
Even before the first tear dropped and I began to try to get rid of the equipment,
which I suddenly felt unbearable and I couldn’t free myself from, the Sergeant
came to me and we went to my office where the CMCS M. joined. In that room,
where I finally felt safe, among those people who were my people, I let all the
held back tears flow, all the trembling with fear I had fought against, all the
felt, shared, respected pain and all the unheeded tiredness. A few minutes,
those guys’ eyes, hands helping me to shed my equipment, a few words, a
storm of feelings and then again the centre. The Sergeant accompanied me to
the Spanish, I cooled off and at three pm I went to Role1. I had taken my space
to be still there, completely with the wounded. The calm, the concentration
and the strength were there again.
Interviews with the wounded were a strong experience, both in human and
professional terms. I had a confrontation with pain composure and firmness,
even when shared memories were sad and sometimes scary. An injection of
strength and a lesson I will never forget was seeing and listening to men
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able to face their incapability to remain in Afghanistan and their awareness
in knowing, even after a paralysing fear, what is the best thing for themselves
and nevertheless address their thoughts to their fellows and confirm their
desire to go back with them, with the quiet strength of lions.
Within the emergency psychology corpus the topic stress and its effects
are widely discussed. The usual acceptation for “stress” is connected with
a negative perception of the word. This is not always true. In its positive
acceptation, stress makes us ready to react, it pushes us to an active status so
that we can have access to all our resources in the shortest time possible and
at their highest potential (for example for an exam, a speech in front of an
audience). When stressful conditions endanger our life or people we love, and
we experience a feeling of helplessness, or when a high stress level remains
for a longer period, stress is no more an ally and, if not properly faced, can
result in a destructive experience. One of the most serious occurrences is PTSD
(Post Traumatic Stress Disorder). With reference to this disease DSM-IV (2002)
states that the trauma is usually worse and longer when the stress is caused by
human beings, while it is lighter if it originates from natural disasters or street
accidents. Extreme and long-term stress is then like a carnivorous animal that
devours both body and mind. Often workers in a defence and safety field
are victims of this disturbance which often works for a long time to enter
every single moment and situation of their lives, until it undermines their
job performances, their relationships and even their very health. The fear of
being killed by another human being is called “Universal Human Phobia” by
D. Grossman (Grossman, Christensen, 2004). We explain interpersonal human
aggression separately, it is not simple fear of death. We all know we will die
but, in some way, we expect to have a kind of control over circumstances
that will lead us to death. We can accept this may happen through old age,
disease or natural events but we cannot accept that anybody “playing God”
can decide, with no provocation or any right to terminate our life or that of
our loved ones’.
Now we know one of the first enemies we can face when in combat.
In most cases, when someone witnesses violent and sudden death, the first
reaction is one of relief: relief that this has not happened to us. Later, thinking
about it, we feel a sense of guilt. This feeling is devastating because we were
never told that it is normal to react by focusing on ourselves and to feel relief
when facing such an event. The “inner child” (Grossman, Christensen. 2004)
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takes control (Mesencephalon, the primitive part of our brain, is involved
in survival) and sends this message: “Ehi, it could happen to me”. The first
reaction of an organism is having care of itself and this is a simple natural
law. If you previously know that, after having witnessed an upsetting event, it
is normal to think: “Thanks God it didn’t happen to me”, this thought won’t
be surprising and it won’t make you suffer. This is the first debriefing secret:
“You are obsessive just when your same secrets are”. It is the very same as
the loss of control over bladder and intestine, if you previously know it can
happen and it is normal, you won’t be upset nor troubled. When you reveal
your secrets and, in a way, you put them on the table, you face them and you
deprive them of the power they have over you.
When being under stress because of a violent situation, the tendency to take
of the responsibility for what happened is emphasised. Your mesencephalon
can persecute you with a reaction such like: “It’s all my fault”. This leads us to
the second debriefing principle: “sharing a sorrow means dividing a burden”.
During the debriefing each member realises it cannot be each one’s fault
individually and at the end, each person goes away with their individual,
fair part of the burden. They came with the whole world’s burden on their
shoulders and they go away with only their part. Sharing a sorrow means
dividing a burden. The authority, the ability, the responsibility to share sorrow
lies with those who have shared the traumatic event. They are the only ones
who can recall what happened and help each other to understand it in its
whole complexity. They need to be there all together, to “share the sorrow”. By
the way, the other side of the theory is: “Joy shared is joy multiplied”. In a first
time the sorrow is divided, then the joy is multiplied. Sometimes, just being
informed about the self-accusation reaction can help to put things in the right
perspective and to start a healing process. After a terrible experience, as the
loss of a partner or of a friend, it can be a strong shock listening our inner
voice saying: “Thanks God it didn’t happen to me”. After a while shock turns
into shame and regret and make you think: “I wish it had happened to me. I
wish it could have been me. I’d like to be dead”. Moreover, you could convince
yourselves that “it was your fault” and you could have been unable to have
a debriefing to help you to moderate stress and to share your sorrow. Now,
something terrible has happened in your life, but for your family something
wonderful has happened because you finally got back. What could they say to
you? “Thanks God it didn’t happen to you”. However true it is that they say it
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with all their heart, you could struggle to accept it because of your confused
and challenged mood. Many veterans who come back from combat have to
face the typical guilty feeling of “the survivor”. When they hear their family
say these words, they can have a repulsion reaction and they could become
detached, just in the very moment they need them the most. Now, while you
are calm and rational, you have to understand and accept the fact that your
family could say these words. As always, the key is previous preparation. It
is important you are mentally prepared, because their words and their love
could be difficult to accept in that moment in which you hate yourselves.
You experienced something terrible, but your family experienced something
wonderful: they saw you coming back.
There’s another reaction you could see in your loved ones: anger. Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross (1984), author of nine books about death and dying, says there
is a typical sequence for reaction stages to a loss: denial, anger, bargaining,
depression, acceptance. You could enter home and find an angry wife or
husband! Somebody tried to kill you and your family feels vulnerable and
frustrated because of their helplessness. At first they try to deny what
happened, then they start to feel a great anger. It is important that while you
are calm and clear headed you ask yourselves: “Who are they angry with?”.
Are they angry with you? No. They are angry with the world that tried to hurt
their loved one and being confused they could direct their anger towards you.
As you can easily understand, this same thing risks separating you and them,
just in the moment in which you need to stay together. Don’t let them reject
you. Hug your loved ones, hold them tight, caress them. Wait for their flood
of feelings to subside, keeping in mind they will always be there when you will
be in need.
Artwhol and Christensen (1997) talk about debriefing, saying it is a discussion
taking place after an event, helping those taking part to accept what happened
and learn something in the process. It would be useful even to leave the event
behind you, so that it won’t generate more emotional stress. An informal
debriefing can be a simple spontaneous discussion that comes out just after
the event, while a formal debriefing is carefully organized and is structured to
be as effective as it can be.
A debriefing about critical incidents has two primary functions: first it is useful
to recall the incident from the beginning to the end, to learn where mistakes and
good actions were made in order to learn operative methods; then it gives those
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taking part the opportunity to harmonize with the others and with themselves.
People in history have always met after a traumatic event to share sorrow and
multiply joy: at wakes, funerals and after battles to commemorate, celebrate
and emphasise the value, sacrifice and competence of the living and the
dead. In these moments, sometimes, a kind of humour arises, black humour,
sometimes desecrating, sometimes childish, which always has its pacifying
and therapeutic function. People share sorrows dividing the burden between
all and so joy is shared, multiplying its calming effects.
Recalling the event is a bit like our inner child coming to visit us again.
Anyone, after a traumatic episode, can later recall the event. Many warriors,
policemen and soldiers know this experience. It is important highlighting this
is not, by itself, a symptom for PTSD. Recalling the event can be the result of a
long period of danger and stress or of a single, important traumatic episode.
Anyway do not think anyone involved in a combat will necessarily recall it later.
It is important to understand that recalling a traumatic event doesn’t mean
being afflicted with PTSD. Recalling the event can be a normal reaction to an
abnormal experience. You need to reconcile with your memory and go on with
your own life, as we will see later, PTSD comes when people try to get away
from memory.
With reference to the subject of memory, D. Grossman (Grossman, Christensen,
2010) once more gives us an interesting image. Trying to adopt a bi-dimensional
brain model. Think about the mind as a wide meadow thick with herbs and
shrubbery. Each time you go for a walk through it, you leave behind your
footsteps. These are your path, which is your memory. If you walk forward and
back on the same path, for many times, it becomes a permanent path. This is
the effect of learning and training. Your brain is like a meadow full of traces
and paths, some superficial, some marked.
If we talk about a sorrowful event, accepting what happened and separation
between memory and sorrowful feelings is the conclusion of a healthy and
complete process of sorrow elaboration. The path of that relationship needs
to be looked after and settled after the interruption.
Now imagine a destructive force raging against your meadow, like an
earthquake suddenly splitting a canyon. This is what happens when fear, a
feeling of helplessness and horror attack you in a life or death situation. When
this happens, you must react accordingly to two rules: first, you cannot pretend
nothing happened and you cannot refuse to talk about it neither can you
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prevent others from talking about it, it would be deeply unhealthy; second,
one year later you shouldn’t feel sad, worried or upset by recalling the event.
A healthy mental survival needs you to reconcile with your memory.
We postpone the event, our inner child comes back to visit us and as we
are terribly afraid of this, we try not to think about it. We could try to avoid
all stimuli associated with the traumatic event, like each thought, feeling or
observation that refers to it. We cannot avoid all dangerous situations and
related reactions of our SNS (Sympathetic Nervous System), but we can avoid
avoiding, that is to say we can learn not to run from stimuli and situations that
recall the traumatic event.
Preventing fear, helplessness and horror through training, as we have already
said, is the first step to prevent PTSD. When this is done, the “mental leftover”
connected to the combat still remains in the mesencephalon and it can
suddenly awaken (in the form of unwanted nervous reactions), even in the
most toughened warrior.
Let’s now talk about another upset that could occur after a traumatic event:
the loss of interest for things you liked before. Making efforts to control your
seething emotions, you stifle them or you think you do. The reality is you
build a wall all around them. Fear and anxiety still seethe, but they are now
buried behind the barrier. After all it is not possible to stifle only negative
emotions, so you try to repress them all. This means you end up not feeling
joy or happiness either, because you are obsessed by controlling your feelings.
With your emotions buried alive inside you, you feel a sense of detachment
and alienation towards the others. Even if you feel affection for your loved
ones and your friends, you cannot communicate it.
Moreover, you could start displaying persistent symptoms of arousal (activation,
excitement, surveillance or alert) and difficulty in sleeping regularly. As your
internal wall avoids any contact to the event memory during the day, this
attacks you in your dreams. It is natural to have some nightmares about the
incident, but over time nightmares should disappear. In any case, if you don’t
reconcile with your memory when you’re awake, nightmares will keep on
persecuting you stealing your sleep, even long after. You may become more
and more irritable and have sudden and violent fits of rage. A sane and normal
person manages their anger on a daily basis. Expressing your own feelings,
including anger, is sane. But you have buried your feelings inside you, so you
cannot express them gradually and steadily. You hoard anger until you suddenly
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explode, with a violence other people cannot understand. You yourself could
be surprised because you think you had no more feelings. But emotions are
always there, it is just you cheating yourself by hiding and constricting them.
Beyond anger, you could experience difficulties in concentration, because your
mind is so busy trying not to think about painful memories. This could cause
a persisting hyper surveillance and exaggerated alarm reactions. This constant
anxiety, which essentially is a psychological problem, can in the long term
cause physiological problems, as the endocrine system sends hormones and
neurotransmitters into your body. To oppose this excess anxiety, you could try
“treatment” with alcohol, cannabis or tranquilizers, which is obviously an awful
therapy that triggers other problems.
It is relatively normal to display some of these symptoms after a traumatic
experience. Even in this case you could consider it to be a normal reaction to
an abnormal event. If one or more of these symptoms occur only for a few
days, you are not afflicted with PTSD. But if they last for more than a month
and cause you, in a clinically significant way, annoyance and confusion socially
and at work, it may then be PTSD.
The “stomach everything and keep going on” ethics is of great value for
combat survival, but when the battle is over it risks holding us back from
seeking the appropriate assistance.
Unsolved trauma predispose people to combat stress and to PTSD. As Gavin
de Becker says: “The past is buried, but for somebody it is buried alive”
(D. Grossman, L.W. Christensen, 2004). When you are up against a frightful
and traumatic incident, you may regress to a level of unsolved fear left by
previous experiences. Techniques like EMDR, promptly used to exorcise
your personal phantoms, can prevent this risk. After having mastered stress
inoculation, learnt tactical breathing, understood and applied the prevention
techniques for PTSD dividing memory from emotions, the next step towards
the development of strong warriors and sane and active human beings may be
this systematic prevention against trauma before combat.
This knowledge was a precious ally in those moments I faced eyes seeking for
a word or not seeking anything but the desire that everything could be again
just like the last second before the bombs fell.
What I found out to be weighty and really innovative in BTE in this context, is
the great simplicity and its being deeply that field and technique that heals.
There’s a map, a structure that guides you giving you directions, but it’s just
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your going back to the centre, to your heart, to your deepest feelings that
allows you to be incredibly present, even when you’re listening to what is
moving inside yourself. In this manner you are healing both others and yourself
at the very same time and in those contexts when you don’t have time to
divide experiences it is a precious gift. Being with the other and with yourself
at the same time, having the ability to steer the ship and go with the tides
without resisting, standing still and in contact instead of trying to run away
to an exit you cannot see and which reveals itself precisely because you stop:
I think this is the great gift BTE gave to me and to dealing with emergencies.
In this journey BTE was a precious ally that permitted me to live every nuance
with the steadfastness of my goals. In the situation I have just told you about,
two BTE techniques were very important to me: Crossing the Zero and the
Further Way.
“Realising the Further Way means entering the existence flow, keeping a
connection and leading awareness to the complementary direction to the flow.”
(P.L. Lattuada, 2012).
“Making two from one” (P.L. Lattuada, 2012) we can transcend the egoic,
closed and limited condition of our dual mind and reach freedom for our
personal story step by step.
Through the Further Way mastering Transe, I become the other instead of
being a counterpart.
“Realising the Further Way means entering the existence flow,
keeping a connection and leading awareness to the complementary
direction to the flow. […] Letting what’s still move, giving stillness to
what’s moving, letting out what is in, emptying the full and filling
the empty, going towards by coming away, climbing high by letting
go, unifying through division and so on”. (P.L. Lattuada, 2012).
In this way the Further Way helps us to treat each event as an entity to which we
can connect to enter a Transe, allowing the awareness process transformation.
Entering a Transe state with elemental forces, living both inside and outside of
us, we can harmonize with them and with the spiritual nature they show. When
I open my eyes and my heart, when I go from division to unity, in that very
moment I go from reality to truth and from my Ego, that identifies me, I come
to the Self, that knows and is sane and this, in the CH belly, let me completely
Be there, over any boundary.
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“Crossing the Zero means realizing you’re already at the source,
you’ve always been there. There’s no place to go, no destination
to reach or strategy to carry out. If you want to understand
Crossing the Zero you need to act like a thirsty man in a desert
who needs to reach the source. You just drink at the source and
you disappear from the rest of the world. Everything around will
remain there, the sand, the sun, snakes, loneliness, the path to
follow, but you disappear from the world as you are thirsty and
you are drinking. Facing any problem, any conflict, any sorrow,
you can try to disappear. […] Creative transcendence into the new
is basically characterised by willingness to disappear to oneself. In
order for the creative force to be active, it is necessary to be ready
to die, to slacken off, to go over boundaries we think we have”.
(P.L. Lattuada, 2012).
With this practice, among ancient sand and mountains in Afghanistan, I often
had the opportunity to feel connected to ancestral forces, allies to evoke the
essential quality at that time or simple witnesses to my flowing in that very
moment.
Always being empty and aware because the answer is in the question itself,
because if you look into someone’s eyes, who’s asking for help, if you feel
their fragrance, if you stay in the zero and listen to words flowing and beyond,
if you faithfully stay inside what the field brings to you, the question your
patient is going to pose is a prayer of a life liturgy and the answer your heart
is giving is “Amen, so be it”.
Each event is beyond itself because it is connected in a constant and continuing
way with the universe. There’s a dimension that transcends the personal level,
a fundamental unity that penetrates everything and connects things to each
other, a sole transpersonal conscience that shows up in the multitude of
universal beings.
In the different emergency contexts in which I found myself operating, I
understood the importance of being there, of a healing presence, of the field
becoming a bubble of freedom, if only the freedom to let feelings flow, as
strong as a creek in flood, or to stay and observe, in a silence that’s full of
energy like the air after a storm.
At school the teaching that appeared to be the most direct was about keeping
a distance to protect ourselves, never allowing things to transport us. All
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very true and in some moments putting things under a bell jar is useful to
protect you against what is happening outside. The wonderful teaching I had
from BTE was the awareness that I don’t need techniques to do this, but I
simply have to open my heart and stay in the flow. If I go down from head to
heart, I don’t need strategies any more, but all that I learnt from each context
becomes something more than the sum of techniques and methodologies.
Again, if I stay connected with mind, heart and spirit and I integrate instead
of separating, the way to the right action reveals itself. In such a vast territory,
where the rescuer themselves is part of the flow of events, BTE maps were
precious allies. There’s a moment in which you realise methodology is an ally,
but you’re not depending on it, you transcend it and include it because you
yourself have become the ritual.
There’s a lot of talking, in the emergency psychology field, about PTSD (as
I already explained in previous pages): in my personal experience BTE was
an ally during the post mission decompression process. When I came back
from Afghanistan I felt like a stranger, everything was different and I couldn’t
find a sense at home nor did I in worried glances from people close to me, I
was a veteran, I could be understood only by those who had been with me
in the sand. That was not my home any more, it was just a prison. I couldn’t
sleep, tears and insomnia were my daily companions, the only thing I wanted,
paradoxically, was to go back to those mountains. My heart was cold and I
couldn’t sense anything else than my mind’s voices and a great fear, a dark,
cold, totalizing fear. I had identified myself with all this and I lived in the illusion
that that was the truth, while it was just painful and anxious reality. I lived in
dualism and division, without getting any real connection with my Self. I was
involved in the dimension of fear, without feeling the resources and strength
that emerges from observing and resting in connection with the Self. Gradually,
thanks to the unconditioned love of my loved ones, thanks to the BTE circle
and to the light that never stopped pulsing in my heart, the veils lifted and I
remained in the face of fear and experienced pain still being in connection,
even when it was hurting I let the revealing tide flow with no judgement. So, I
crossed mountains and swollen rivers and I dived into deep oceans and thick
forests, I met dragons and angels and at the end of my journey, just like a
leap into the infinite, I woke up one morning and felt the warm sun over my
skin, I smiled as I understood I had died and was re-born and that the time of
the sword was ended and the time of grace was to begin. I had what BTE calls
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“the Hero’s journey” (Lattuada, 2012), that is to say I observed and stayed in
connection with things happening in that moment (the Hero is in the castle),
I welcomed and celebrated my fears and my identifications, overcoming them
(the Hero goes out the castle, through the wood and faces the dragon) and I
found again the connection with my transpersonal Self, with light and peace
(the Hero saves the princess and celebrates the holy marriage).
“Nor we can fall below the Arms of God, how low so ever it be we fall”. (William Penn).
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